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INTRODUCTION 
INTRODUCTION 
The timorous student who ventures to write of 
Poe finds hLmself confronted ith alternate possibilities. 
He has two leading courses of action. First~ to succumb 
to the sentimentality that surrounds the name of Poe; 
second~ to attempt a completely analytical objectivity. 
The former may so color the truth as to distort it. t he 
latter may result in something so colorless as to be dis-
tasteful. Therefore, one can only conclude that the best 
procedure includes elements of both. 
The following pages are a modest attempt to 
record an impression based upon ascertainable facts. With 
due regard for the standards of scholarly inquiry and with 
proper respect for the necessities of exact chronicling~ 
emphas~s is directed toward a sympathetic understanding 
of the man. Since the most searching in~uiry into tech-
ni~ue cannot completely deny the quality that lies beyond 
externals. this piece is an endeavor to visualize the 
spirit that rises above form and structure. 
One who writes of Poe cannot help but sense the 
swirl of sable draperies, the touch of cold but beautiful 
hands, the despair of overwhelming tragedy. From such 
stimuli~ these lines may well leave their faint impression 
of tones and moods. 
CHAPTER I 
RECORD OF A DBEAMER 
The Life 
RECORD OF A DREAMER 
T.he Life 
Israfe~~ the passionate angel of songr sets his feet 
on the earth for a passing moment. For a brief apace of time. 
there is metamorphosis and mortal form. The strange creature 
ho shall know tne agony of the deptns and tne ecstacies of 
very heaven has a mundane beginning. The angel who shall 
sing eo wi~d~y well a mortal melody• takes human for.m. 
child is born to the Poe family; it is named Edgar. 
uite as a matter of fact, we must record that Foe 
was born ~n Eoeton on January 19, 1809. No~ was .he an only 
child, the sole and aupreme produc~ of two parents who wrought 
and aehieved secure in the knowledge that theirs was a gift of 
inestimable importance to a waiting world. Not so, for Poe 
was the second of three children, born to Elizabeth (Arnold) 
and David Poe. minor actors. Miss Arno~d, as his mother was 
known on the stage, came from a family ~ong accustomed to 
theatrica~ activity. Fram childhood her appearances on the 
stage were frequent but scarcely remunerative. As girl and 
woman her work met with occasional enthusiasm but always 
without substantial success. 
Iise Arno1d•s first husband was a C. D. Hopkins, 
hom she married in July, 180~. ~is gentleman did not enjoy 
his good fortune for long, giving up his earthly existence 
en October 26~ lBUa. In keeping within theatrical tradition. 
i~ ~ worthy of notice that both husbands ere actors, 
although of doubtful merit~ David Eoe took his lady to wife 
a very short time af~er the decease of hie predecessor. 
Although Da~id Poe first studied law, he~ too, 
found his vocational love on tne stage, but he, ~oor fellow, 
lacked even his wife~s rather mediocre talents. Re seems 
to have been cursed with a timidity tnat lingered long after 
his debut and burdened his histrionics with the taint of 
mmateurism. Those stage critics who troubled to record his 
existence did not indulge in fulsome praise. They were 
first indifferent and, eventually, hostile. 
Sometime ~n ~uly, 1810, David Poe disappeared. It 
is not known what became of ftim, but tne fact tha~ ne was 
delicate and tubercular makes the story that ne died of 
consumption a highly credible one. An untraced newspaper 
~lipping gives the date of hie death as October 19, 1810, 
and tne place as Norfolk, Virginia~ 
Here, then, begins what one might call, without 
undue emphasis, a tragic story. Fatherless and penniless. 
the little family removed from its temporary home in N~ 
York to Richmond, Virginia. ffenry, tho oldest child, had 
been left in Baltimore; out Mrs. Poe was still faced with 
/ the burden of providing for Edgar and for the ~rrival of a 
2 
posthumous child. Her profession was held in scorn by the 
good people of the time and, to increase the seriousness of 
the situation, she was seriously ill with tuberculosis. 
On Uecember Ru, ~81U~ Mrs. ~oe gave birth to a 
daugnter, Rosalie. As soon as her health permitted she 
continued her wretched struggle for existence, travelling 
from one Southern city to another in the desperate attempt 
to support herself and her children. 
Finally, in Richmond, Virginia, the last scene 
took place. Weakened by the wracking torture of consumption 
and stri~ken by pneumonia, she died December 8, 1911. On 
the next day two women came for ~ne children; Rosalie was 
'taken into tne kindly arms of lfi"e. lra.ckenzie and Edgar went 
~th Mrs~ Allan. Previously, lienry had been left witn 
friends in Baltimore. 
The home to which Edgar Poe went was that of John 
Allan, his wife, Frances Keeling Allan, and Mrs. Allan's 
elder sister, Anne noore Valentine. ~ohn Allan was a fairly 
prosperous merchant who had came to this country from Scot-
land at an early age. liis business ventures were conducted 
in partnership witn another Scotchman, Charles Ellis. Al-
though their business was sometimes described as being that 
of"'tobacco merchants , " their commercial enterprises included 
anything that was lawful. 
~onn Allan's nature has long been tne subject o~ 
much conjecture. There is said to have been in him a certain 
note of kindness and warmth; yet it is far more evident that 
he was hard, selfish, and, as far as concerns his relations 
with Edgar Allan Poe, cruel with tne cruelty of those who 
~ail to understand. There can be no doubt hat as Edgar 
grew older and his nature became noticeably different from 
that of tne practical Allan there was an almost complete 
lack of sympathy and a growing harshness on the part of the 
adoptive father. 
Frances Allan, however, was the flower of another 
soil .. She was a product of the romantic Sout.h, steeped in 
its traditions and endawed with all the gracious qualities 
of kind and loving womanhood. She had called on Rdgar~s 
mother during the last few days before her death~ imme-
diately afterward, her warm heart took into its shelter 
the orphan boy. From this point it truly can be said that 
at no time did the young boy lack a mo~her's love. ffere, 
at least, he was singularly fortunate. The Allans were 
childless. Consequently, he reaped the full harvest of 
love that lay in the heart of his foster mother. Whatever 
v else might be said of his tragic life it is nonetheless 
true that he knew to the full the quality of unstinted, un-
selfish love. 
rt can easily be understood how difficult it would 
(4) 
have been to John Allan to refuse the heart~s desire of a 
young and lovely wife. This much and no more can be said 
for him. Ria charity of the moment can best be credited 
to the desire of his wi£e and to the general wave of 
emo~ion _ that swept Richmond as the result of a h orribly 
tragic fire in a local theatre. Two weeks after Mrs. Poe's 
deat~ the Richmond Theatre was consumed by fire taking with 
it a total of seventy-three lives. The tragedy resulted 
in an emotional purge which doubtless affected even the 
tender sympathies of a John Allan. 
There is no need of indulging in conjecture as to 
the character of Poe's foster father; a logical conclusion 
can be arrived at from the actions of the man. It is well 
to note that Poe was never legally adopted; the name Allan 
had no merit before the law~ However fortunate the young 
boy may have been in the love of his foster mother, it is 
equally unfortunate that this sensitive youth never had the 
firm family background that he craved. Later, he was made 
to feel in a moat tragic manner that he was nothing more 
than an orphan, sheltered for a br1ef moment, but never 
more than that. Had Poe been adopted legally it is probable 
that there would have been no fe eling of inferiority which 
led to an exaggerated and morbid pride. From childhood on, 
he knew nothing but uncertainty. 
Undoubtedly, he was a bright boy and had many taking 
ways. From early youth he knew the warm love o~ women 
who sheltered him and worried about him. It is not too 
di~ficult to understand why he should find greater sym-
pathy here than among tne men and boys wno knew him dur-
ing his lifetime. They ere too much concerned with 
other 'things. 
In 18lb Poe nad h1s brief European experience • 
.ae Allans went to England where Edgar got some of his 
schooling. Even here the difference between the attitude 
of John and his wi~e toward the young boy made itself 
plain. John Allan wanted to leave Edgar at school 1n 
Nngland while the family toured Scotland. It as only at 
Frances' appeal that the boy was permitted to accompany 
them. The Scottish scenes he viewed on this tour later 
in~luenced his work. Later, particularly 1n 1818r Poe 
attended school in the v·illage of Stoke Newington, a place 
which was well remembered by him. Toward the end of Jun~ 
1820,the Allans sailed for New York. For John Allan the 
trip had been financially disappointing. To Edgar the 
English and Scottish experiences were a decided asset. 
Xapecially were the scenes in port and the thrilling 
voyage of great importance to the i mpressionable boy. Poe's 
~amiliarity with the sea is based quite realistically u~on 
actual experience. 
(6) 
Baek home in Richmond~ Edgar s schooling was re-
sumed. For the times the boy received a fairly sound ed-
ucation. ~e knew some Latin, he read much, and he did 
some scribbling even at this early age. Despite his aloof-
ne~s~ he was a favorite witn many of his boy companions. 
Tn later yearsr one of hi~ exploits was often talked about. 
Emulating Byron, he swam some s~miles against a strong 
tide. rt was through the hero worship his feat aroused 
among his companions that Edgar met Mrs. Jane Stannard, 
h~s Helen. In her he found one of the great inspirations 
of his life. rs. Stannard was a beautiful and radiant 
person who enjoyed the background of a lovely home and 
garden. Foe seems never to have forgotten her. Foe's 
intimacy with this home and its gracious mistress was an 
outstanding influence in his life. The sympathetic under-
standing he received there can hardly be exaggerated Ln . 
its importance to Poers development. One of the tragedies 
of his life was his general ina bility to find sympathetic 
understanding. Such small measure as he did obtain must 
have been regarded by him as a precious possession. 
But the tragedy that always seems to have tra1led 
Poe and those he l oved was at work even here. rs. Stannard 
suffered a mental illness and died April, 1824, at the age 
of thirty-one. 
Of Poe's early youth there is little of vital 
(1 
interest to record other than to note that his brother, 
W1l~iam Renry Leonard Poe, shawed someliterary talent and 
that Rosalie, his sister, showed definite signs of men al 
retardation. To say that she was an imbecile is perhaps 
\an exaggeration. Tt is probably more accurate to classify 
her as a moron. 
rn 182~,at the age of seventeen, Foe entered the 
University of V1rg1nia. Of course, ~ohn ~llan must have 
been instrumental in sending Poe to the univers1ty for it 
is certain that such -bills as were met were paid by him. 
But the generosity of Poe's foster-father could not long 
susta1n the financial effort of keeping the youth at 
school. In a very short time the bills piled up and Edgar 
was deeply in debt. After several begging letters from his 
son," John Allan -cwice sent him small amounts which v1ere, 
in total, considerably less -cnat wnat was necessary to 
meet the expenses of the school year. The excuse that the 
boy was gambling seems hardly adequate when one considers 
Peers statement that he did so in a desperate attempt to 
maintain himself at the University. ~s further indictment 
of the older man,there is reliable indication that ~ohn 
Allan was at this time one of the richest men in Virginia. 
To add to his difficulties, Poe was worried by the 
failure to hear from the girl whom he had courted in 
Richmond. This girl, Elmira Royster, had regarded Poe 
(8] 
favorably , but due to her parents' interception of Poe's 
letters,she believed that he had forgotten her and consentea 
to ~etrathal witn an older and wealthier man. Later . there 
I 
were to be unpleasant scenes and cruel disappointments in 
this matter, but at school Poe was faced with the necessity 
of arr1ving at a solution of his financial difficulties. 
The answer was inevitable. Toward the end of December, 
1826, Poe left his school and returned home. 
~e was in disgrace. Not only had he indulged in 
drinkr but far more serious from the viewpoint of ~ohn 
Allan, he owed 425 O, mostly for gambling debts. Ris 
university days were finished; there was worse to come. 
When he went to call on Elmira, his beloved, he found 
that she was gone. No slight matter this, for they had 
been promised to each other. Here was added woe to the 
profound melancholy which was already burdening the young 
man. What need t o expatiate on Poets agony of spirit? rn 
terms of normal youth one easily can understand the ugly 
humiliation of spirit resulting from this eombination of 
ignob~e departure from the university and the agonizing 
pic~ure of his beloved in the arms of another. -and Poe 
was not a normal youth. His sp1rit nad the heaven-vaulting 
pride of a Lucifer. e can well imagine how the circum-
stances and the resulting situation must have rankled in 
his heart. A professional career was now out of the ques-
9} 
tion; furthermore, his position was that of a housenold 
hanger-on. ~he inevitable quarrel .occurred. In a scene 
or mutual recrimination Poe was ordered to leave the house. 
Witn this command the hotheaded young man complied imme-
diately. Poe's foster mother, Frances Allan, suffered 
greatly and protested~ but it was to no avail. Perhaps 
it is only normal that the indulgence of this hard and 
unsympathetic older man to the ~hims of a lovely young 
ife should with time have lost a manor part of ita effec-
tiveness. Be that as it may, her wishes were po erless 
to stay the irrevocable conflict between two natures so 
diametrically opposed to each other. 
Alone and penniless, Poe went to a tavern here 
he stayed temporarily, living from small sums secretly 
supplied him by Mrs. ~llan. Some time in April, 1827, 
he left Richmond and went to Boston. W!th his departure, 
Mrs. Allan~ who had been in delicate health for some time, 
became gradually worse. Poe never saw his beloved ~other w 
aga1n. Within a month of this time, Poe had printed 
T'amerlane and Other Poems, but tb.e book was a failure. 
rrpurred by desperate poverty, Poe enlisted in the 
united States army on l~y 2o, 1827, giving his name as 
Kdgar A.. Perry. Lltnough he was only eigh"teen, he said 
that he was t~nty-two. Much of his service was rendered at 
Fort oultrie on Sullivan's Island, just outside of Charles-
(10) 
tan, South Carolina. It La worth noting that Foe's ex-
periences near the sea during his career as a so ldier give 
the clue to his marine backgrounds in such stories as ~The 
Gold Bug.~ It was also during ~his time that he wrote ~AI 
Aaraaf. 
Surprisingly enough, when one considers Poe's tem-
perament, he made a rather good soldier and reached tne 
highest rank attainable by an enlisted man. Before his 
m1litary service v.ras over he held the rank of regimenta~ 
sergeant-major. But t.tle promotion gave little enjoyment 
to Fo e for i t was only snortly after ~his ~ha~ Frances 
Allan died, on February 28, 182~. It 1s characteristic 
of ~ohn Allan that Foe was sent for only in answe r to the 
dying request of mrs. Allan, although her approaching 
• 
death must have been fairly obvious for some time. On 
arriving in Richmond, Poe discovered that his foster mother 
was already dead. It takes little imag ination for us to 
understand this tragic shock. As a fillip to the bitter-
ness of his loss he now d1scovered that in his absence 
Elmira had been married to another. 
In accordance with the promise made to his dying 
ife, John Allan gave some slight assistance toward help-
ing Edgar leave the service and obtain an ap pointment to 
West Point. The recommendations and endorsements of Foe's 
superior officers were decidedly warmer than those of Poe's 
foster-father. While waiting for his appointment,Poe 
(11) 
went to Baltimore in the attempt ~o fur~er his literary 
career. ~nere he continued to suffer tne pangs of poverty. 
But one thing did occur that marked a vital ele-
ment in Poe's life. Ke went to live with rs. Maria Clemm, 
his aunt, who lived with her daughter, Virginia, her son 
Renry, rs. David Poe, Poe~s grand-mother, and William 
nenry Leonard Foe, his brcrther. The whole group existed 
on a remarkably amall income and snared the miseries of 
poverty, but the important thing to Poe was that he was 
received by the large mather-love of rs. Clemm and ~hat 
he met Virginia. During th1s period ~ohn Allan sent ir-
regular small amounts crf money • . 
ear the end of March, ~830, Poe finally received 
his appointment and left for West Point. ~hartly after 
his departure, ~ohn Allan marrie& again. 
As an exper1enced soldier, Poe had little diffi-
culty with military routine; but the school did not agree 
with him. The long monotony of drill and hard exercise 
were becoming hardships both to his mind and body, for he 
had a weak heart and the institution was the last place 
from which to expect understanding. It is certainly an 
incongruous picture - Poe at West Po1nt. 
But even here he wrote poetry. There appeared at 
a later time a poem believed to have been written at this 
approximate date, the -Bonnet to Science." There is ev.i~ 
(12) 
dence tha~ he indulged to some extent in drink - an in-
dulgence whicn can well be understood. There VIere other 
poems and Poe made arrangements to publish a collection 
of them. 
rn ~anua~, 183lr ~ohn Allan wrote Poe telling 
h~m that he was disowned and that he no longer desired 
to hear from him. rt is certain that the immediate cause 
of this letter was the fact that Allan discovered a letter 
written by Poe ~n which 'tha't young man said that Allan 
was tr.seldom sober." '.rnis may be excused wnen one real-
izes that Allan had recently become the father of ille-
gitimate t wins and was probably in need of a stimulant. 
rt is understandable that Poe should have used this bit 
of information in a moment of pique. The reasons for 
mutual recrimination become obvious. 
A few days after receiving Allan's le'tte~ Poe de-
cided to leave West Point. Since he could not get Mr. 
Allan's consen~he simply remained absent from all duties. 
There was a trial and in February, 1831, Poe was released 
from est Point. He immediately left for New York where 
he arrived about February 20, 1831. 
There he contracted a serious illness which caused 
him to write fruitlessly to ~ohn Allan. Fortunately~ 
however, he recovered in a short time and was able to do 
such ork as he found in the city. In March of that year 
(13} 
his Poe~ , deaicated to the cadets at West Point, was 
published. It is reasonable to suppose tnat the cadets 
felt themselves cheated of the few cents t11ey had sub-
scrihed toward the volume. After the publishing of the 
boo~ ne left for Baltimore where it is certain that ne 
was more at ease; the sedate scene was like home 1hen 
compared with the bustling metropolis he had just quitted. 
There he entered again the home of Mrs. Clemm. 
As usual, Mrs. Clemm was making her brave struggle 
against poverty. Among other attempts, Poe tried un-
successfully to get a position as teacher in a boys' school. 
In cruel relief from oppressive povert~ Mrs. Clemm's burden 
was 11gntened by the death of Poe's orother. Not long 
after this, November 7~ 1831, Poe was arrested for a debt 
of his brotner's, a responsibility which he never expected 
to sustain. Fortunately, Poe was saved from prison by 
the intervention of some relative. It is known that he 
wrote to John Allan begging for aid but received no answer. 
Yhese vicissitudes fn no way ameliorated the ill 
healtn which never left him after his departure from West 
Point. Yet, despite his poor health, Poe seen~ to have 
been a particularly romantic figure to the young ladies 
of the town. ~~ong them was a Mary Devereaux with whom 
Poe carried on a flirtation. Later, there was a violentlY 
emotional scene and Poe was ordered to leave her home. 
(14) 
Kumornusly enougn, little Virginia as often used as love 
messenger, carrying billet-deux and being entrusted with 
the task of obtaining a lock of my lady's hair. 
At about th1s time Poe apparently heard that 11/:r. 
Allan was mak1ng a will in premonition of approaching death; 
in ~une, le32, Poe came to Richmond and went to tne ~llan 
home. Witn his us~al lack of emotional control, Poe made 
a scene, upbraided the second rs. Allan, and argued gen-
erally about his rights. But ne d1d not stay for the 
arrival of MX. Allan; he mus~ nave realized the reception 
that would be his. The resulting stories of Poe's actions 
in Allan's home ran the complete gamut of romantic and 
hypercritical nonsense. Very soon Poe left the city again. 
His intentions in 1832 seem to have turned ser-
iously to the creation of prose. Five of his stories were 
published in the Philadelphia Saturday Courier. On October 
19r 1833, Poe's ttThe Manuscript Found in a Bottlen won a 
prize awarded by tne Baltimore Saturday Visitor for the 
best story submitted. It is generally acknowledged that 
another prize offered by this magazine for the best poem 
was awarded to a r. Rewitt merely because the judges did 
not feel that they should award two prizes to one person. 
But even so, Poe was h1ghly gratified. The fifty dollar 
prize as, of course, useful; more than that, he felt him-
self to be emerging from the depths of literary insignifi-
(15) 
cance. ~_nether story uThe V~sionary," was accepted by 
odey's Ladies' Book. 
During February, ~834, Foe made a last visit to 
R1cnmond and the home of ~ohn Allan. Although Allan was 
seriously ill at this time and was soon to die from dropsy~ 
there was no reconciliation. Foe was driven from the house 
with threats of physical violence. The far-fetched sup-
position that the impelling factor in this violent scene 
was the thwarted love between the two seems nothing more 
than the gratuitous sentimentalizing of romantics. The 
following month, ~rarch2?, 1834, ~ohn Allan died suddenly. 
His will provided for his illegitimate children among 
several other bequests - and gave nothing to Poe. There 
no longer could be any doubt in Poe's mind. This part of 
his life was done. ffe returned to Mrs. Clemm and Virginia; 
that was the best approximation of home he could find and~ 
apart fru.m poverty, it is indeed true that he found there 
all the love and devotion that a normal home should pro-
vide. But the poverty was nervewracking. Aside from a 
published poem, wrhe Coliseum,~ and a loan from a kind 
friend there was little to live on other than Mrs. Clemm's 
ability to obta1n charitable donations of food and clothing. 
The kind friend, Mr. Kennedy. was influential in 
ob:taining for Poe an introduction to the editor of t11e 
Richmond Southern Literary essenger, a magazine of some 
(16] 
merit. Several stories saw publication here, among them 
being :Berenice~'! The editor saw in Poe a quality he 
needed for the successful maintenance of his literary off-
spring and with little difficulty persuaded Poe to move 
to Ricnmond. In August~ 1835, he went there alone leaving 
behind him Mrs. Clemm and Virginia. 
~ust before this, ~n ~uly, 1835, Mrs. David Poe 
died at ~he age of seven~y-eight. The household now con-
tained only Poe, rs. Clemm, and Virginia. Poe, himself, 
had been seriously ill. Kis old ailment, a heart diffi-
culty, had been troubling him again. In addition, there 
were nervous prostrations which some~imes put him to bed 
for days and weeks. Pernaps more as a result of n1s poor 
physical condi~ion tha n as the cause of his illness was 
the curse" of drink and dope. Poe was peculiarly prone 
to the results ordinarily obtained by the excessive use of 
strong liquor. A glass of wine was enough to send him off 
on a raging drunk. As a further recourse from his nerves and 
illnes~ there is some evidence of his use of opium. The 
results were physically unfortunate and of considerable 
importance from the literary viewpoint. 
In Richmond Poe found himself in a congenial setting, 
both as editor of the Kessenger and as a social lion. The 
young man was attractive and obviously talented. But he 
was troubled by his desire for a home, by the need for 
(17 J 
something better than a boarding house.- and his salary 
was only ten dollars a week. Despite the promise of an 
improved situation he was terribly depressed. He parted 
angrily with his employer and returned to Baltimore and 
the C 1 emms. 
There, on September 22 , l83o, he was secretly 
married to Virg~nia. Poe was twenty-six, Virginia was 
thirteen, but Mrs. Clemm was probably the guiding factor 
in this strange matrimonial venture. Her love for her 
~ddy0 and her sincere desire to establish a home for the 
two children she adored were the real motives. 
Poe was for obvious reasons hardly the normal 
husband; neither was Virginia the normal wife, for she 
seems never to have attained complete physical and mental 
maturity. At about this time, her constant companion was 
Poe~s sister Rosal~e. whose mind never matured. This 
companionship is easily understood from V~rginia's view-
point when one considers tnat she was, although married, 
only a child. 
Much has been made, and perhaps rightly so, of 
Virginia's influence upon Poe's works. In her we see the 
prototype~ Ligeia, Eulalie, Eleanora, and the tragic 
sister in "The House of Usher. Virginia was pale, ob-
viously wasting away and quite evidently a victim of 
tuberculosis. So, too, were Poe's heroines - all of them 
pall1d, dying ladies around whom there hovered ~1e fre-
quent suggestion of incest. 
In 183 Poe was prospering. His salary was raised 
to fifteen dollars a week and perhaps a trifle more. His 
critical work had found a wide audience and the circulation 
qf the Messenger rose to comparatively great heights. Re-
acting to the stimulu~ Poe was industrious, sober, and con-
~cientious. In 1836 , "Arthur Gordon Pym" appeared serially 
in the essenger. On the heels of this period of prosperity 
Poe married Virg1nia again, this time at a public cere-
mony in Richmond on nay lb, 1836. However, Virginia was 
still only fourteen and obviously too youthful for the 
implied relationship. 
Toward the end of 1836 Poe left Richmond and the 
Messenger. His salary was now over t wenty dollars a week 
but he was in debt; he had been drinking again, and he 
wanted to try his talents in another field. Taking his 
little family with h~he went to New York . in February, 
1~37. . 
During the remainder of the year and up to August 
of le3~ Poe haunted editorial offices in the hope of ob-
taining work. He was on the whole unsuccessful and such 
work as he did was not remunerative. The period was one 
of dire poverty. Finally in August, 1838, they moved 
again to Philadelphia which was at that time the nation's 
journalistic center. 
There Poe made contributions to several obscure 
publications Wh1ch yielded him very little profit. Finally, 
he joined the editorial staff of Burton's Gentlemen's Mag-
azine and contributed to this publication several of his 
short stories and articles. Again there was a fairly pro-
ductive and fairly continent period, but Poe was beginning 
to use opium. here was some measure of prosperity; in 
fact, this was the most prosperous time that Poe ever knew. 
In addition to his editorial duties, he worked on several 
of his stories~ mrhe ~ournal of ~Ul1US Rodman" and others. 
In October 1840, Burton sold his magazine to 
George R. Graham who called it Graham's Magazine and con-
tinued Poe as editor. His able work was shown by tne fact 
that within a short time the circulation increased from 
five thousand to over thirty-seven thousand, a figure 
which made it tne largest monthly in the world. In this 
field Poe's work was outstanding, but he still received a 
niggardly proportion of tne earnings for which he was 
directly responsible. However, this period gave Poe a 
short respite from poverty and illness. His creative 
faculty was at ita best. He dealt with the possibility 
of mechanical flight, the defects of the civilization he 
knew, and he was one of the few writers of his day who 
dared to predict the outcropping of vices inherent in the 
democratic idea. Ke dabbled in scientific prediction and 
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was surprisingly accurate for his predic~ions included 
present-dey developments in lign~er-~han air-flight and 
the transatlantic telegraph. 
But the happy period was not to last long. On 
~anuary Zu, lo4Z, Virginia gave the first clear indieat1on 
of the ~ragic fate that was about to befall he~ for she 
suffered a hemorrhage that seemed fatal. It was a scene 
of terroT but Virginia managed to survive. Hawever, Poe 
was now faced with the certainty that she could not live 
long. The i ncident marked the beginning not only of the 
inevitable conclusion 'for V1rginia, but also the beginning 
for Poe of a period of nerv~us illness and ·mental dis-
organization. From this point on he made a steady descent 
toward his own tragic end. 
Shortly before this the Reverend Rufus Griswold 
had become associated with Graham's Magazine. The quality 
of this gentleman ~s such as to withstand very poorly the 
judgment of time. His treacherous criticism of Poe after 
the death of the poet can hardly be said to reflect favor-
ably upon the character of the man who set himself up to 
judge the other. At any rate, in April, 1842, after a 
short absence, Poe came to work and found Griswold occupy-
ing his position. Poe turned and left immediately. He 
went off on a drinking bout and disappeared for some time. 
Finally, he was found near ~ersey City and restored to Mrs. 
(Zl} 
Cl~who took him ·back to Philadelphia. There~ as the 
customary reaction, he suffered several days from the after-
math of his spree. 
During the summer of that year, Virginia suffered 
another hemorrhage and Poe endured e~n more intense mental 
tortures which brought on another heart attack, his third 
in about eight years. During this summer . (1842j,Poe 
sought the small relief of a minor political office. After 
long delay and much unnecessary procrastlnation , it was 
made plain to him that he was wasting his time. rn the 
following year, he occupied himself with the attemp~ to 
start a magazine of his own, but the project came to nothing. 
ffe had long cherished the idea of starting a periodical 
in order to carry out his ideas, but he never succeeded. 
The uncerta1nties from which he suffered were not 
calculated to soothe his spirits; the result was that he 
1ndulged in drink and made rather a spectacle of hims~lf. 
This was particularly true during the trip he made to 
Washington in March, 184~. His conduct was such as to 
cause his friends great embarrassment. Among other attempts 
to relieve his poverty he registered as a student of law, 
but the only thing that brought any revenue during this 
year was the sale of his story ~The Gold Bug.w 
During this period, he worked on cryptograms and 
edited a book on conchology. Other stories which were 
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published at about this time were ~he WTell-Tale Keart~ 
and mrhe Black Cat.w But by 1845 Poets work began to show 
tne effects of his physical and mental decline. In addition 
o turning out inferior work; he became unnecessarily sus-
picious and was constantly on the lookout for plagiarism. 
Dur1ng tnis season there also appeared an anonymous attack 
un Poe nich was traced to the treacherous Grisweld. This 
is an unsavory bit. for Griswold pretended to be a friend 
to Poe. Griswold, himself, was afterwards discharged from 
rrrahamrs for the same sort of scurrilous attack on another 
writer and Poe again made some contributions to the mag-
a z 1ne. 
During the fall and winter of this year 1844-45}, 
he delivered several lectures in Philadelphia and in Balt-
imore. but tne smas earned by tnis work were pathetically 
inadequate for his needs. ~is pove~y was so great ~hat 
ne was sometimes reduced to begging for tobacco. To 
remain in Philadelphia now seemed a fruitless business. · 
Leaving ~rs. Clemm there, Poe took Virginia with him and 
left for New York April 6 , . 1844. 
Very soon after arriving .there Poe sold the "Balbon 
Koax, an apocryphal report of a flight across the Atlantic. 
The receipts from this clever bit of fun and scientific 
prediction furnished the wherewi~hal for Mrs. Clemm's 
arrival in New York within a few days. Poe now engaged in 
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Imck work which yie~dea a few apasmadic dollars. This 
period also marked a recrudescence of his poetic abllity 
• 
for the results are significant in such names as •Tne 
Raven, WU~alume~~ ~e Bel~s," ~ldorado,u and "Annabel 
Lee.~ But his prose and criticism showed a falling off 
in quality. Only too often did he indulge in personal 
acrimony and v1ndict1veness. 
rn the ~er of this yea~ the family moved to an 
ald farmhouse a f~r miles out of town since Virginia's 
condition required a cooler home. The surroundings re re 
pleasant, neighbors were kindly, and the result was tnat 
the family en.foyed one of its rare periods of well ·being 
and happiness. The ~er was idyllic but with the 
ap~roach of w1nter Poe was again pressed by the necessity 
for a def1nite income. lie sought and obtained through 
the as s istance of rs. Clemm a position on the staff of 
the Weekly Mirror, edited by Nathaniel Parker Willis. His 
JOb approximated that af the modern columnist, but his 
actual work was rather of a general and def1n1tely sub-
ordinate nature. 
~uon after this the family moved back to the city. 
At this time the ~avenr was belng put into its final form 
and ~oe was very busy. Through the assistance of James 
Russell Lowell, with whom Poe had corresponded for so e 
time, "The Raven~ was finally accepted for publication. 
(24) 
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LoweL~was a~so responsible for Poe's departure from tne 
Mirro·r and his employment on the Broadway Journa~. But 
The Raven~ made its first appearance in ~he Mirror al~hough 
Poe made several later changes. 
The poem gained for POe immediate popularity and 
romanticr ~nterest. His fame spread to England~ his services 
as a speaker were sought, and Poe became a person of note~ 
By now, Poe was fully accredited as an editor of the 
Broadway ~ournal and awned a one-third interest in ~t. His 
policies and ideas were carried out to the praatical ex-
clusion of other editorial contributors. Unfortunately, 
his work was often acrimonious and vindictive, for plagiar-
ism was an obsession and, among others, he accused even 
such men as Lowell and Longfellow of the cardinal sin. 
The pride that tormented him was becoming a vast egotism 
that fed avidly upon his growing reputation as writer and 
veritic. Despite all thi~ he was still wretchedly poor, 
~o poor that he and his fam~ly moved to a tenement at 195 
Broadway. His dr~nking bouts were becoming more fre~~ent. 
rn ~une the owner of the Broadway Journal ended 
nis activities on the periodical and Poe was listed as 
editor. rt seemed that this was ~he long-awaited aha.nce. 
But tne ~ournal was burdened with debt and Poe became more 
and more erratic in his pe.rsonal habits. Shortly after-
ward, Poe ceased to contribute and practically ended h~s 
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cannection with the paper. liis physical condition was 
now- so bad that he seemed incapable of fullfilling any 
duties he undertook. In October, 1845, he was scheduled to 
deliver a lecture in Boston. Ins~ead of the original 
poem which he was to have contributed~ he merely made 
some general remarks and read "Al Aaraaf.n· As might be 
I 
expected the c omments of the press and the audience were 
almost entirely unfavorable. During the fall of this 
year, Poe became the sole owner of the Broadway Journal, 
out it was already expiring. The final numoer on January 
3, 184'6,. contained. a short note· by Poe ~n which he gave 
tne excuse tnat he was unable to continue his work due 
to other engagements. 
This brief journalistic venture ended, Poe now 
devo~ed himself to the writing of articles which appeared 
in crodey's Ladies' Book and occasionally in Graham's~ 
~ost of the articl~s were concerned with the writers of 
the time and were successful more because of Peers personal 
knowledge of these people than the artistic merit of the 
work. While hie comments were unnecessarily caustic, 
there was still a great deal of literary evaluat1on that 
has w~thetood the test of time. 
rn the spring of 1846 the family again moved to 
the country,. for Virginia was rapidly fading and it was 
now impos s ible to ignore the fact of her approaching death. 
Poverty,. however,. was a more pressing factor than Virginia a 
need for t h e country. Witnin a very short time , Poe moved 
h1s family back to town. Eoe was able to earn very little 
money. Mrs. Clemm was again the important factor ~n feed-
ing the family. She went through the nearby countryside on 
fre uent foraging expeditions in which she dug up vege~ables 
(26} 
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PoveTtYr however~ was a more pressing factor tha n Virginia'a 
need for t he countr.y. Within a very short time Poe moved 
I 
h1s family back ta town. Eoe was able to earn very little 
money. Mrs. Clemm was again the important factor 1n feed-
ing the family. ~ne went through the nearby countryside on 
fre uent foraging expeditions in which she dug- up vegetables 
and gathered weeds for souv. 
rn MB.y, 1846, the P'oes moved again, this time to 
Fordham where they rented a small cottage. The country air 
was the last merciful consolation for Virginia. 
During the Fordham , stay~ Poe engaged in a dis-
graceful quarrel with a Mrs~ Knglish concerning Mrs. Os-
good, a lady with whom Poe had had a platonic affair. 
There was a violent argument in which Poe was beaten, res-
cued by friends, and put to bed in a state of collapse. 
Mrs. Osgood left tne city and the affair was allowed to 
die a natural death. 
The summer of 1846 had been hot, but w1th winterr 
the little· family suffered terr1bly from cold and nunger. 
Little need be said a ·bout Poe Ys attempts to keep Virginia 
warm in a house where there was insufficient fuel~ inade-
quate clathing~ and only such food as was contributed by 
charitable neighbors. Finally, on Christmas Day, 1846, 
it became apparent that Virgin~~ was approaching the end. 
She lingered yet a few days and died, suffering to tne end, 
(27] 
on ~anuary 3D~ ~847. For Virginia it waa a b~essed re11ef; 
for Poe i.t was the beginning of the last stage of agoniz-
ing torme,nt that was to culminate some two years later J..n 
his death. 
The shock of loss was so great as to bring Poe to 
the brink of death. It was only tnrough the assistance of 
Mrs. crlemm and other friends that he was able to carry on 
for his remaining short period of life. To thes-e friends,.. 
particularly Mrs. Shew~ he afterward expressed an intense 
gratitude. Rowever, he was hardly in condition to engage 
in normal activity. During the rest of the year, he lived 
an essentially secluded life, at least partly due to his 
physical condition~ rt is a fa1rly accurate statement to 
say that his hear~ was failing and that any deviation from 
abstemiousness was an invitation to death. 
rn December, 1848, WUlalume was published anony-
mously, and otner products of Poe's pen saw print. He 
lectured again and was ~hls time well received, although, 
as usual, the comments of ~hose who could not understand him 
were unfair and entirely inaccurate. ~ureka" was pub-
lished and Poe went on with his lectures at such places as 
Lowell and Providence, always hoping to raise sufficient 
funds for the idea he still cherished~ that of printing 
his own publications. ~ut the slignt amount of money 
occasioned by his efforts was entirely insufficient. 
(28} 
During the Spring of 1848, Poe revisited Mrs. 
Shew's house and while there suffered another heart attack. 
The mediaal diagnosis was that his heart was weak and that 
he aould not live much longer. There was, however, a fav-
orable result of his visit, for he was there inspired to 
write mr.he Bells,' although the poem did not reach its 
final form until several months later. 
The friendship w~th Mrs. Shew finally ended.. The 
lady realized that further association with Poe would 
create gossip and result ~n another scandal. She told 
Poe of her decision and asked nim not to call.. Poe's 
greatest need at this time was for companionship and un-
derstanding, and he turned, therefore, to another woman, 
~arah Kelen Wh~tman, who lived ~n Providence. She was 
beautiful, intelligent, and wrote poetry~a fascinating 
v combination for Poe. Tn ~uly, 1848 , Foe gave a lectu~e 
in Lowell and met there ano~her sympathetic woman, Mrs. 
Knnie Richmond. The two affairs were a decided strain 
on Poe and eventually orougnt him to an attempt at sui-
cide.. rn tne summer of 1648 , Fo e went to icbmond where 
he stayed for several weeks, drinking and reading from 
his works in barrooms.. His intention had been to try 
again his plan of starting a magazine but little was accom-
plished. However, there were some happy moments when he 
visited old friends and renewed acquaintanceships that 
(29} 
he nad almost forgotten. There, too, Eoe was dr~wn into a 
~uarrel with a ~ohn Danie~ who had made ungentlemanly re-
marks about Mrs. Wni~n. There was a cnallenge and an 
invitation to engage in sword play, but tne duel was never 
fought~ for Poe's sense of humor and the intercession of 
neutral friends dispelled the threatening war clouds. In 
Se~temberr Poe returned to New York in order to visit 
Mrs . Whitman. There he declared his love for the lady and 
made a proposal of marriage. Mrs. Whitman gave him no 
definite answer and the affair dragged on with much anguish 
for Poe. Relatives, particularly Mrs. Whitmanrs mother, 
~nterfered;· malicious gossip was brought to Mrs. Whitman ta 
attention, and the proposed marriage never came about. In 
December, the affair was brought to a conclusion; Poe was 
refused and sent away. The whole episode was an unfortunate 
mixture of emtional upsets, uncertainties, gussip, and dis-
appointment. As usual, Poe was tne unhappy victim of cir-
cumstance and of his own weakness. 
ffowever, with the affair ove~ tnere was a small 
measure of relief and Poe settled down to his work at Ford-
ham. It was still his great dream to be the outstanding 
personality of American letters, a dream for which he made 
a great struggle but ohe which he never attained. In 
~anuary and February, 1849, his healtn was slightly better 
and he busied himself with writing. Tne gold rush of that 
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almQat mythical year caught his attention and it is probable 
that the poem "Eldorado was a product of that feverish 
perioa. Although ~he writings of this last year of his 
li~e accomplished little of significance, he was nonetheless 
busily contributing to magazines and newspapers. In add-
ition, his correspondence was voluminous. But again he 
suffered the usual re1apses and headaches and once more 
he resorted to the fruitless panacea of drugs. It is 
quite probable that he was now using laudanum. An old 
haunting dream returned to lighten his heart with its 
promise. The magazine he had al\v.ays hoped to start taunt-
ed h1m with its illusion. But it was a vain hope. 
an June- 29r 1849r Poe left Mrs. Clemm and started 
ror Richmond. Before reaching Richmond he stopped in 
Philadelphia where he was arrested while intoxicated and 
spent a night in prison. When he was found by an acquain-
tance he was h1ghly in need of such ministrations as his 
fr1ends could give him. In the morning , he was recogn~zed 
by the presiding magistrate and was dismissed. Eis friends 
rallied to his a1d and finally enabled him to get to Rich-
mond. There ne stayed with his sister Rosalie and the 
MacKenzies with whom she still lived. Later he moved to 
the old Swan Tavern, a cheap boarding house. It was 
pleasant to visit some of his old fr1ends, among them his 
former sweetheart, Elmira (Mrs. Shelton), and he found his 
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chiLdhood home sti~l attractive. Again E~ira intrigued 
hi~ but ~he inte~est was short-lived for there were occa-
sional drinking spel~s and occasions on which Poe oaused 
public dis~urbances. In September, Poe had reconciled 
· .his differences with Elmira and on about the fifth of 
that ~onth they became engaged to be married. Things 
seemed to ·be going well. Poe gave a lecture at the Nor-
folk ~cademy and was ~11 received throughout tne city. 
Ke wrute to Yrs. Clemm to tell her of his prospects and 
promised that he would leave for Philadelphia in a short 
time. On the way he planned to stop in Baltimore where 
he was to revise some poetry for a fee of 100. The 
marriage was set for October 17. 
The projected return to s. Clemm was for the 
purpose of winding up his affairs there and bringing her 
back to Richmond. On ffeptember 24, he delivered nis last 
lecture, the proceeds of which were to start him on his 
trip. There was a last entertainment at tne home of the 
Taiieys (Mrs. Weiss, ~is future biographer). lie spent 
~e even~ng chattingwitn old friends. On ~eptember 27, 
1849, the boat on which he sailed left for Baltimore. 
J"udging from results, Poe was again nearing one 
of his per2ods of collapse, and was probably highly 
desirous of ob~aining the drink that his system craved. On 
September 29, Poe arrived in Baltimore and disappeared for 
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a ~eriod of five days. There is no certain clue to the 
mystery of wha~ occu~d during his disappearance. The 
probability is, however, tnat Poe was caught in the voting 
gang system ~at was then operating in Baltimore. In this 
city tne petty politicians were in the habit of furthering 
their corrupt schemes by seizing and imprisoning such 
persons as they were aale to capture. These unfortuna~ea 
~re kept under guard, drugged, and voted repeatedly. 
According to these facta it is probable that Poe 
arrived in the city in an intox1cated condition, was 
seized by a gang, and kept helpless witn li~uor unt1l an 
I 
acquaintance was notified of Poe's whereabouts and went 
to rescue hlm. On the afternoon of October 3, 184~, Poe 
was found in a ta~ern and taken 1n an unconscious condition 
to the Waanington ospital. Poe remained unconscious 
until early the next morning, struggling witn his nurses 
and raving in delirium. 
For days the torture continued while his closest 
friends were unable to determine his whereabouts. he 
agony of his life was in no wise mitigated by an easeful 
death. lie was to die as painfully as he had llved. Dur1ng 
the night of October 6, 1849, he raved for hour after hour, 
his tortured mind racked by all the disordered imagery of 
a great imag~nation. Finally, toward early morning of 
October 7, lb49, he became quiet. For the last time he 
(34} 
spoke and said, u..Lord l help my poor soul .. tt: T.nen , while it 
- I wa~ still da rk,he died .. 
CHAPTER II 
UALITY OF A DREJi.l.'lER 
The Eersonality 
THE Q,UALI'IT OF A DBE.AllER 
The Personality 
The quality of the man nas always been difficult 
to define. Apparently, there was much in him that was so 
extreme and so difficult of precise definition that we 
cannot even trust the ordinarily reliable device of con-
temporary report. 'l'he character ascribed to Foe ranges 
from that of complete villainy to uncomplaining martyrdom. 
On the one han~ we have such a high-water mark of calumny 
as the following: 
"Irascible, envious-bad enough, but not the 
orst~ for these, salient angles were all varn-
ished over with a cold repellent cynicism, his 
passions vented themselves in sneers. 'l'here 
seemed to nim no moral susceptibility; and, 
what was more remarkable in a proud nature, 
little or nothing of the true paint of honor. 
He had, to a morbid excess, that desire to rise 
which is vulgarly called ambition, but no wish 
for the. esteem or the love of his species; only 
the hard wish to succeed-not shine, not serve-
succee~ that he might have the right to despise 
a world which galled his self-conceit." (1) 
On the other hand, it is pleasant, although we 
sometimes suspect pointless, to listen to ~e saccharin 
sweetness of such lady admirers as Mary Stanard, Carolyn 
Ticknor, and Mrs . Osgood. '..!."he latter wrote as follows: 
{1) Griswold, Rufus, in the Works of Edgar Allan Eoe, New 
York: Standard Book Co., Ltd.,l933. Vol. I, Eage 94 
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~Lt was in his uwn simple yet poetical home 
that- tu me the charac~er of Rdgar Poe appeared 
in its moat beautiful light. Playful,. s.ffectionate, 
witty, alternately docile and wayward as a pe~ted 
child, for his young, gentle, idolized wife, and 
for all who came, he had, even in the mids~ of 
his most harassing li~erary duties, a kind word, 
a pleasant smile,. a graceful and courteous atten-
tlon. A..t his desk beneath the romantic picture 
of his loved and lost Lenore, he would sit, hour 
after hour, patient, assiduous, and uncomplaining, 
tracing, in an exquisitely clear chirography 
and ~th almost superhuman swiftness, the lightning 
thoughts- the 'rare and radiant fancies~-as they 
flashed through his wonderful and ever-wakeful 
brain.' (1 J 
The t vro extremes of opinion are approved and 
gubstantiated by hordes of adherents to one side or the 
other. We must realize that theTe is too much emotion-
alism involved. Poe· was an emotional person himself 
and stimulated in others that sort of response. But 
devoid of emotionalism, and freed from extremes of thought, 
we must aonclude that an accurate estimation of Poe the 
man must lie not at the extremes, but somewhere in between. 
It requires no great psychological insight to form the 
opinion that Gris.old was, if not a venomous person, at 
least one whose opinions were tinged with prejudice, per-
sonal dislike, and a certain petty jealousy. We know 
there was never any great affection between Griswold and 
Poe; we know further that Poe found occasion to dislike 
his contemporary. ~his sentiment mus~ naturally have 
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found eQual~y ferti~e roots in the mind of Griswo~d. There 
was also the matter of their ha~ing been competitors for 
tne same editorial post. 
Literary competition waa a~waya present. Poe be-
ing what ne v~s and Griswold being the spiteful person e 
know him to have been, the result was an inevitable an-
imosity. Of course, Poe did at times make protestations 
af his affection and respect for crriswold, but we can 
as~e that tnere was no more sincerity on one side than 
there was genuine response on the other. As far as Gris-
wold is concerned the result is a grossly vituperative · 
work whose honesty and literar.y caliber are beneath con-
sideration. 
Tn considering the probable motivation of Gris-
woldts biography of Poe, one might ~hink it strange that 
any cons ideration should be given it. Surely ne work, 
as such, has no serious merit. ffowever, Griswold was 
Poets author~zed biographer. At the poetrs death all 
materials were turned over to him and it was to him that 
Poe had ent1~sted the responsibility of writing his bio-
graphy. Eased upon this authority, the work naturally 
took on a reliable and authorative tune. Hence, the lies 
almost automatically became truths, ana the calumnies 
became objective honesty. Here then, from what should 
have been a clear fountain of truth, ~here sprang a muddy 
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stream of flagrant inaccuracies. 
Yor much of the gossip and slander that followed 
like petty FurLes the name of Poe there is, at least~ 
the understandable excuse of lack of sympathetic under-
standing. There is no sucn excuse for the vicious work 
of Poers biographer. Such a man Ln a position as this 
could in all decency consider himself as nothing more 
than a source of objective inquiry into the _facts of Poe ~s 
life. Failing of a~athetic understanding and lacking 
affection, such a man must , at least,. lay aside all per-
sonal elements and work for objective evaluations the 
honesty of which could not be questioned. rrriswold did 
nothing of the kind. The larger result is that the mame 
of Poe stands unharmed and the nrome of nis first bio-
grapher is kn own only as a person 'Wll.O saw fit to vent his 
personal spleen on one so far greater than himself tha 
the attempt was ridiculous. So much for Griswold, and at 
the same time,so much for the negative side. Let us 
n~ consider the positive aspects. 
We know that tnere was in Poe a considerable 
element of the histrionic, inherited (if we give any cre-
dence to the ~heory of heredit J both from the paternal 
and maternai s ide. ffis mother, as we know, was an actress 
sufficiently talented, perhaps, to merit that designation. 
ffis father, while of no particular talent, was at least 
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interested in the theatre and nmde serious efforts to 
carve for himse~f a career. We have sufficient reasan to 
credit Poe with the instinct of the actor. Certainly his 
mannerisms, and his taste for clothing, were those of the 
actor. ffowever passionate and singleminded his actions 
might have been~ it is a fairly credible hypothesis that 
Poe never forget his audience. As a boy~ he indulged in 
such heroic exploits as that of swimming a river, rather 
an athletic feat, it must be admitted. As an adult, his 
air of melancno~ and his poetry made him a favorite with 
the lad1es. They were almost invariably enamored with the 
fine romantic atmosphere whicn he always tnrew around him-
self liKe a Cloak. His mythical adventures and the aark 
gloom of his imagination cast deep purple shadows that 
tittilated the romanticism of his female admirers. In 
this capac1ty he was the ep1tome of the Southern gentleman. 
But more than that~ he was essentially the actor. 
One arrives at the inescapable conviction that Poe 
always had the sense of double consciousness that is very 
often characteristic of persons to whom acting and the 
stage are second nature. One feels that he was ever alive 
to the impression he created on others. Always he saw 
himself as a figure on a stage. The draperies were · dark 
necessarily so; the action was tragic, the climactic finale 
was reached with appalling s wiftness. Presumably,, Poe 
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always fancied nimse~f in sab~e ganments. 
But let us not conclude that the theatrical qua~ity 
prec~uded a comparative~y who~esome boyhood and a not 
entirely abnorma~ period of youth. Except for the tragedy 
of his mother's death, Poe was a normal child; he was, if 
we can believe reports, somewhat precocious and quite 
~ikeable. It is only ~th the growing burden of tragedy 
that we begin to see the change and the eventual exoti 
maturity. The accounts of Poe as a schoo~-boy reveal 
nothing remarkab~e. ffe was rather popular witn his 
fellaws. Ris natura~ leadership often asserted itself. 
Nven if we are to believe that Poe was a creature 
of tragic inhen.tance, it is natura~ that we must wait 
until youth nears maturity before we find fully developed 
the qualities which are commonly attributed to him. Poe 
should have been born into a family where his pride would 
have foo~d full acceptance. Had it been accepted as 
fitting his position and social status, his pride would naYe 
had normal development. There would not have been the un-
natural perverted arrogance with which Poe expressed his 
feeling of futility. Had he knom from birth nothing but 
poverty, he might perhaps have lived his life in discon-
tent. Certainly, there would not have grown the sense of 
frustration~ the feeling that he had been cheated of his 
birtnrlght. That he always thought so is beyond doubt. 
[40} 
Eoe thought o_f himseli as a Southern gentleman who nad 
been denied his birtnrignt. Tne result was bitterness. 
As a disenfranchised aris~ocrat, ne grew to despise those 
whom ne should have known as equals. A2 a superior per-
son, he had only contempt for those whom he considered 
inferior. Yet ve have every reason for believing that 
Poe was a kind affectionate person. H1s devotion was 
often of a passionate unsparing ~uality. 
It is a reasonable aeBumption that Poe was a kindly, 
considerate, and loving person when not hounded by his 
inner dev1ls. In the privacy of his home, among those he 
loved, he could be .his natural self. There· is a great 
deal of evidence to prove that he was a loving son to 
Mrs. Clemm and a completely unselfish nusband to nis young 
wife. In this respect, it is unreasonable to assume from 
all available testimony that Poe was anything other ~an 
a highly virtuous person. 
Kos~ attacks upon Poe are usually based on his 
addiction to stimulants. Yet even here he needs little 
defense. There 1s no doubt that he drank to excess and 
more frequently than nis admirers cared to concede. We 
are equally certain that he fought the habit witn all 
his powers. He was weak - that is the· worst we can say 
of him. He was not, nowever, an habitual drunkard. Kis 
temperament was a highly uncertain thing, now carrying 
(411 
h~ to the 'heignts and as quickly crushing him in the utter 
abyaa of despair. The descent was a terriole thing to with-
stand. It was to break this almost unbearable shock that 
he drank. 
Yet he :was never a drunkard. Re could nat love 
his vicer nor did he ever lose tne torment of conscience. 
After drinking bouts, he was invariably repentant and hu-
miliated, for he never lost the full realization of its 
harmfulness. 
nespite common impression to the contrary, Poe 
showed character, at times of stress. Even after the death 
af his wife, oppressed as he was by physical weakness, 
there was still ncr real disintegration. Stricken by 111-
nessr beaten by the tragic blows that befell him one after 
the other, it still required a period of same years before 
the final collapse. 
The accusations include the charge of moral de-
pravity,- Poe's critics seize uyon h~s flirtations and love 
afiairs as indications of his villainy. It is at least as 
likely that these roman~ic involvements were tne result of 
excessive emo~ionalism and weakness. ffis legal difficulties, 
his quarrels, his vices are all chargeable to one factor,-
w-ealrness. It was only comparative weakness for the failure 
was not total, merely one in degree. Re had not the com-
plete strength to withstand the tremendous burden ·~posed 
(42J 
u~on him by. his ~rag~c ~~fe. The simp~ified answe~ is 
e~knesa not vice. 
(43} 
C HAPl'ER III 
IN TEK HARSH LTG HT OF DAY 
The Period and Poe 
IN THE HARSH LIGHT OF DAY 
'rhe Period 
Dr. A~ois Brandlr in speaking of Poe.has said tthe 
was a literary pioneer. He is a Coleridge, separate from 
his English surroundings and transplanted on Massachusetts. 
soil. tl ) ~1s.regarding the slight inaccuracy as to localer 
it is interes~ing to note that even so aistant an observer 
could detect in Poe a ~uality that was out of keeping ith 
his background. We are by now fairly well aware of the 
qualities of the man. We know the dream tha~ was his 
entire life and tne exotic melancholy of nis work. A life 
such as this should have had for background the imaginative 
times of Elizabeth or the questing mind of the Renaissance. 
The open-mindedness, the luxuriant colors of life in these 
periods would have blended with the fantasy and purple tones 
uf Poe"s life. 
BUt to the extent that man has not the choice o~ 
those ~ualities which mark him either for joy or tragedy 
through his days, neitner has he the gift to choose from 
among the endless ages of mankind that which shall be his. 
Sufficiently tragic as his life was, Poe had the further 
{1} Kent, Charles W. and Ba~ton, ~ohn S~ (editors} 
'!'he Book of the Poe Centenary, Charl·ottesville, Va. 
University of Virginia, l~u~ ... Fage 191. 
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burden of ~iving at a ~~e when tne very habit~ of his 
fellows were at variance with his own. It must be a con-
stan"t irk to anyone tbat h .e should find himself set down 
among those who cannot think as ne thinksr do as ne does, 
or dream as ne dreams. Earticularly is this a hardsnip 
for the pioneer or for the man who is merely different 
from the others. That Poe was very much a different per-
son is beyond argument. That ne was a pioneer in his field 
is a claim that easily can be uphe~d. Tha~ his spirit 
was unconventional, that nis need was for a freedom from 
the trite and petty moralit~es tha"t oppressed him, is a 
tragic truism. Not very often, to our knowledge, have 
men suffered to this extent from the lack of understanding; 
not too often, fortunately, are there men so utterly alone. 
It is a needless and profitless question as to 
which was a fault; the period or Poe? That the period 
was what it was; and that Poe was wnat he was, are merely 
irrevocable facts. The tragedy is that they met. The 
tragedy, of course, was all on Poers aider for the~e were 
fewat the time who ~hought of the inconsistencies between 
Poe and the times, and shed tears for Poe. It is also 
true of course that the worLd of literature was not the 
loser for always in the future the~e will be other, larger~ 
more appreciative worlds to come. The loss and the tragedy 
were Poers. 
(45.} 
The first hal£ of tne ninteentn century was essen-
tially a time of material growth. The tone was that of 
raw vitality,. of crude pnysical aggrandizement, and of 
yioneering progress. W11ereas the second half of the cen-
tury wa s a time of entrenchment and stuffy conventionality .• 
the first fifty years were the adolescent years of un-
matured youtn. With the uncertainty of youth, there was 
a dependence, in all phases of life, upon Europe. There was 
a decided reluctance to leave the established European 
patterns of thought and strike out on new pathways. This 
is ag true in the field of literature as in economics. 
G"radually, however·,. in the third and fourth decades 
of the century there began the era of physical growth and 
economic maturity. These years marked the coming of age 
of the st1ll young republic. The maternal ties were cast 
loose, but 1mmediately the preem1nent need was for material 
growth and confidence. 
A notable characteristic was the rapid growth in 
territory and population. American territory was doubled 
and, within forty years, the population was tripled. rt 
was a period of elastic front1ers,. a rebus~ age of expan-
sion. 
nfortunately, this time of comparative prosperity 
and material progress was one of literary complacency. 
Essen·tially, the country had an air of satisfaction w1th its 
[46J 
progTesa and its accomplishments. But a background of 
thi~ nature does not lend itself to literary pioneering. 
A.pJJarently, all the energies of such eras are spent in 
efforts other than literary~ Perhaps it is because the 
better minds and the more enterprising individuals can 
accomplish hat are apparently better results in the rea~ 
of the material. Perhaps , also_,it is because men are some-
times a little ashamed to give themselves up to work that 
has no palpable objective. Be that as it may. rt becomes 
obvious to us, then, that the period was not conducive to 
literary efforts of Poe's type. ~ince it was a period of 
patr~otism, material growth, and national consciousnessr 
the outstanding writer~ of the time were in the main con-
cerned with singing the glories of America, pra~sing their 
native habita~s and expounding the beauties of moral nature. 
By comparison Poe was an outcast, a wayward son He was 
entirely alien to ~he exultant growtn of his years. Ke 
stood aside,and, if he was at all aware of his surroundings~ 
he looked with disdain at his fellows and their mad hurly-
burly of petty affairs. 
~e was truly a stranger. The language he spoke 
was hardly the native tongue. His thoughts were not those 
of his kind, nor were his dreams their dreams. The land 
which wa~ his lay much farther away than the lands beyond 
the outermost rim of tne horizon. The earthbound seas 
(47} 
upon which ne sailed in hia youtn were metamorphosed into 
strange, wild, boundless wastes, far beyond the ken of 
mankind. The utter loneliness and tragic solitary exist-
ence of this man are past casual tears. 
So much for the dream. It was only when the poet 
set his feet on the ground that he was at all concerned 
with matters of contemporary life. In his stories and 
h1s poems he completely ignores the fact that he necessar-
ily lived among men. Rven as his dreams were fleshless 
so was he completely alien from his fellows. 
u-nfortunately, the physical nee·ds were often un-
satisfied. Sadly enough, these lacks irked the spirit. 
Tt was then that Poe descended to ~he common level and 
vented nis exasperation. In nis critical articles, Poe 
voiced h1s jealousy, his discontent, n1s bi~ter resentment 
of the little things whicn fie could not bear. He would 
descend to vituperation in order to express nis displeasure 
for some particular writer. To further that displeasure, 
he would criticize unmercifully the books of that writer. 
Fopular idols were treated with scorn; popular ideas were 
ridiculed. In short, Poe was not quite immune to the mun-
dane. ~lthougn ne could ignore much of it, there were times 
when he h~d to express his dissa~isfaction and reflect 
the irks of nis existence. FUrthermore, he was forced to 
turn to hack writing in order ~o earn a few dollars. At 
(48} 
such times, he was, frank~y enoug.n, oft.en petty. 
Since the major current of activity was toward the 
material satisfactions Poe, too, made his futile efforts 
in that direction. .A:round him were many who acquire.d the 
comforts ne desired. He wanted them for hiwself and for 
the few people he loved. Therefore, he scribbled endlessly, 
and schemed journalistic ventures. But the times were 
against him. 
It is an irrelevant 'thougnt, but were Poe ll.ving 
now ne would be a wealthy man. ffis stories would be sought 
after by Irollywo.od and Broadway. His versatile pen verY. 
easily would have made the slight alterations necessary .• 
~e Fall of the House of Usher," or "~ne ~ournal of Arthur 
Gordon Pymw would make wonderful adventure stories fit for 
the consumption of movie audiences. "The Pit and the Pen-
dulum " or, perhaps, ~e Cask of Amontilado" would serve 
very well as foundations for horror stories. rn fact, one 
hears rumors that Hollywood .has already considered tne idea. 
On the basis ~of the great numbers of Poe readers at 
present,a cons iderable fortune in royalties would be cer-
tainp Far inferior wri era turn out pot-boilers devoid 
even of talent and reap more than ample reward . Poe~s gen-
ius would make itself felt immediately. But it was his 
misfortune to be born a hundred years too soon. 
A man whose innate qualities clash with the stand-
[49 
ards of his time must necessarily lead a difficult life. If 
that man lacks ~lasticity and humor, he muat also have his 
pers onal misfortunes. When these are combined in a person 
like Poe,the life is ineritably tragic. The biography of 
~ch a person can only be a record of suffering. Such is 
the story of Poe's life. 
(50) 
CHAPTER IV 
THE ES SE.NCE OF 'DRlilAMS 
;Boetry 
THE ESSENCE OF DREAMS 
oetry 
How shall we judge a man, ·by nis dreams or by his 
accomplishments? Shall we evaluate by making a vague approx-
imation of the half feltF half surmised nebulous stirrings 
that lie just below con~ciousnessF or shall we rest our 
critical appraisal only upon the tangible? Shall we attemp--t 
the difficult pathway of understanding or shall we accept 
that whicn we can see and seek no further~ Certainly the 
obvious cours e is the easiest, but it affords no stimula-
tion, no challenge. The will-o~-the-wisp substance of the 
dream bas a tantalizing quality that repays the seeker both 
in the s earch and in tne reward. 
In studying Poe's poet~ we ·quickly realize that we 
are concrerned with dreams tnat never fully came to life. 
For 1t cannot be denied that t h e poet never achieved success 
nor escaped frustration. Yet the dream persisted through-
out his life. ~vents not to be controlled have prevented 
me from making, a~ any time, any serious effort in what, 
under nappier circums~ances would have been the field of my 
choice.""" (1) 
(lj Preface to the Volume of I84o. 
B'"~stnn University 
School of Education 
Library 
( 1.) 
Poetry was nis cnoice of metie~ yet he never could 
evade the stigmata of failure witnin this field. Nor were 
his obstacles sufficient excuse for his lack of success. 
Other poets, even more handicapped than he, wrought and 
achieved notable results. Others, suffering as greatly 
as he did, maintained a hign level of literary accomplish-
ment. But not Poe. 
Were we to disregard the dream that revealed it-
self occasionally we might say of h~m that he was only a 
mediocre writer, for much of what he wrote has as definitely 
a contemporary tone as had the household furnishings of 
that era. There are frequent lines that bespeak the hack-
writer, lines that indicate little to distinguish them 
from the work of a hundred other rhymers. Of the sixty 
odd poems attributed to Poe there are several that bear 
no marks of superiority when compared with other works of 
the period. 
Poe's Wdrk shows a pronounced affinity for the sea 
as subject matter; there is a reflection of its periodic 
ebb and flow ~n the variation of the quality of these works. 
The sceptic can logically doubt that there was any consistent 
effort to reach a high standard for there is so much tnat 
is poor and so little that 1s good. However, it would be 
blindness to doubt the existence of the dream and the 
clinging persistence of it. Occasionally, we hear a des-
pairing cry· 
"0,. God1 can I not save 
One from the pitiless ave 
Is all that we see or seem 
But a dream within a dream?a (1) 
Life itself was an ugly dream, a nightmare; but 
~thin there as a dream never fully realized. ~ever real-
ized,. ye~ never forgotten~ the dream lingered ~hroughout the 
tortured life,. giving its brief moments of ecstasy. De-
syite suffering and the loneliness of long years among 
strangers, despite the weakness of the man, the ideal was 
not forsaken. 
"Thy soul shall find itself alone 
'Mid dark thoughts of tne gray ~ombetone­
Not one, of all tne crowd, to pry 
Into thine nour of secrecy;"(2} 
"And when an hour with calmer wings 
Its down upon my spirit flings 
That little time with lyre and rhyme 
To while way foroidden things%" (3) 
Forbidden, the dream and its realizatiop, for-
bidden by the harshness of reality, forbidden by tne ugly 
necessities of providing for the body that lives in terms 
of bread and shoes. Yet, again, how can this light stuff 
be forbidden other than by the tacit surrender of the one 
who dreams ? Surely, there is nothing strong enough to ( ll From "'A Dream W"i thin a nream" 
(2 From "Spirits of the Dead" 
(3 From ~omance" 
(53) 
cause a man to concede defeat if he will not be beaten. 
We must admit that Poe was not strong enough, for surrender 
he did- at least in part. Only too often do we read 
lines which are not Poe. 
It is difficult to follow the chronological path 
of Poets attempts and failures in order to gi e the dream 
substantial form. Generally, it is possible to trace the 
development of a writerts work through dates of publica-
tion, but Poe was always an uncertain element. Other than 
indirectly the exact appearance of all his poems is not 
known. Only here and there does a letter or a casual 
remark 1ndicate when a particular piece saw print. Poe, 
himself, is the last person to be believed, for he made 
ab surd statements about his work, assigning some of his 
best work to the period of his early youth. Th1s, of 
course, is not to be taken seriously. But some approxima-
tion can be made. Tamerlanew and Al Aaraaf may safely 
be assigned to an early period since the former is de-
finitely a youthful product and the latter is, by common 
consent, attributed to the Vest Point ep1sode. ~e 
Sonnet to Science~ is another bit that saw life at about 
this time. 
Tamerlane~ expresses a youthful and highly roman-
tic conception of the ancient conqueror. It shows the 
clear impress of Coleridge, BYron, and, at least, a hint of 
~(54) 
Words~orth. Above all, the autobiographical quality shows 
through the surface. 
~ow thou the secret of a spirit 
Bow'd from its wild pride into shame. (1) 
We may well accept Maxwell orton's dictum~ npae's 'Tamer-
(2l 
lane' is nothi~more or less than a glorified Poe. 
This is not greatly exaggerated for ttTa.merlanett is Poe~ 
sentimentalized~ rationalized, and its style obviously 
affected by the great names of contemporary poetic fame. 
Al _Aaraaf shows pronounced interest in astronom-
ical facts and a juvenile concern with subject matter that 
is far ren10ved from Poe "s environment.. There is exhibited 
the usual predilection. for materials that are remote and 
for knuwledge that is esoteric. Poe's explanation of the 
poem is as follows~ ~A star was discovered by Tycho Brahe 
which appeared suddenly in the heavens-attained, in a few 
days, a brilliancy surpassing that of ~upiter-then as 
{3) 
suddenly disappeared, and has never been seen since.• 
The young imagination conceives that the star 
wanders through the universe, approaches our planetary 
system, and transmits to the earth the -Idea of Beauty ·: 
(1] 
(Z} 
(3 I 
From DT'amer lane. 
orton, lfaxwell v.z.vr.~ A :BUilder of the Beautiful, 
Boston~ Gorhrum Press, 1928. Page43 
ate to vAl Aaraaf~ ~n the Kdition of 18~5. 
(55] 
"Falling in wreatns thra~ many a startled star~ 
Like a womants hair 'mid pearls, until, afar, 
It lit on hills Achaian, and there dwelt.• 
The flight of beauty is compared with woman~s hair, for 
Poe is forever fascinated by the beauty that lies in the 
abstract Toman. ~ere is much that suggests Keats and a 
number of lines that are reminiscent of 'Rndymion." For 
example: 
~e was a goodly spirit-he who fell: 
·A wanderer by mossy-mantled well- · 
A gazer on the lights that shine above-
A dreamer in tne moonbeam by his love: 
~nat wonder? for each star is eye-like there, 
And looks so swee~ly down on Beauty's nair-
And they, and ev'ry mossy spring were holy 
To his love-haunted heart and melancholy.~ (1} 
Iost of tne poem is dreamy and vague. If Xeats 
presented a problem to the understanding, if the guarterly 
Review was harsh, surely, one cannot criticize the Boston 
audience which, some twenty years later, found itself un-
able to comprehend the meanderings of this work. There 
are many pseudo-erudite references to theological and myth-
ological authorities. One feels that this is a show-piece 
of virtuosity, but, that it is very youthful. 
Another poem characteristic of Poe's early efforts 
is the unfinished drama ~olitfan.~ It contains little that 
commends itself to the discriminating reader for ~ne dra-
matic dialogue is unimpressive and tne work as a whole is 
(1) From ~dea of Beauty. 
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~erely ambitious. Perhaps it is just as well that it was 
never finished. The opening lines are usually quoted in 
proof of failure. 
~~Rome. A Hall in a Palace. Alessandra and Castiglione 
(Scene I) 
Alessandra. ~hou art sad, Castiglione. 
Castiglione. Sadt-not I. 
On, I'm the happiest, happies~ man in Romet 
A few days more, thou knowest, ~ Alessandra, 
ill make thee mUle. Oh, I am haPJ)Y!. 
Alessandra. Methinks thou has a singular way of 
showing 
Tny happinesst- hat ails tnee, cousin of mine? 
Why didst thou sigh so deeply? 
Castiglione. Did I sign? 
I was n ~ conscious of it. It is a fashion, 
A silly-a most silly fashion I have 
When I am very happy-, Did I sigh?(sighing). 
For a touch of the melodramatic we have these lines: 
Scene II} 
"Lalage. Behold the cross wherewith a vo 
mine 
Is written in ffeavent 
Monk. Thy words are madness, daughter, 
like 
And speak a purpose unholy-thy lips livld-
~nine eyes are wild-tempt not the wrath div1net 
Pause ere toolatet-oh be not-be not rasht 
Swear not the oath-oh swear it not! 
Lalage. 'T is sworntw 
Yet, already, ~here is a suggestion of the re-
iterat1ve. We begin to sense tne effec~iveness of artistic 
repetition. Tn the first scene we note tne following: 
~lessandra. • •• nothing so wears away 
~ne constitu~ion as late hours and wine. 
Castiglione. [musing) Nothing, fair cousin, nothing-
not even deep sorrow-
wears it away like ev11 hours and wine. 
I will amend. 
The genius of Poe showed itself at an early age. 
(:5? l 
Even the ear~iest ramblings bespeak the poet and the latent 
melancholy beauty. ~ere ia an element of humor in the 
follauing lines when one considers that they were written 
during ear~ youth. This is from one of Poe's earl~est 
poems .. 
~ee-see-my soul, her agony! 
~ee how her eye-balls glare! 
Those shrieks, delightful nar.mony~ 
Proclaim her deep despair. {1} 
The merits of the repetitive device need not rest 
upon claims of orig1nality. Poe was a plagiarlst in the 
meaning of the word as appl1ed to Shakespeare and otner 
great names of literature. ffe used such materials as 
suited his need of the moment, but the result was something 
w1th which to conjure. Rlizabetn Barrett Browning was 
one of his literary idols~ and it is likely , that her use 
of repetition influenced Poe. In her lyrical drama, ~he 
Seraphim,~ occur tne following lines: 
4 ~Ador. And the golden harps the angels bore 
~o help the songs of their desire 
Lie without touch or tone 
Upon the glass sea-snore. 
Zerah. Silent upon the glass sea-shore!~ 
Poe may have copied, but he went far beyond tne possibilities 
af Mrs. Browning's work. Perhaps rigntly so, for where the 
lady needed little subtlety of expression to tell what she 
had to say, Poe was exploring a new land of poetics and 
(1) From "The Vital Stream ... 
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emotion. ffe invented a novel phraseology, a new language 
of poetics. All we need do is to think of Lenore and 
l~sten to ~he lines: 
The li~e upon her yellow hair, but not within 
ner eyes-
The life still there upon her hair, the death 
upon her eyes. 
Or think of "'!'he Ravenrr with its 11Nevermoret 
ith the passing of youthful bombast, Poers works 
began to show the beauty that e~entually made his name 
f amous throughout Europe and America . The dream of 
melancholy beauty, although never entirely clear to the 
eye, began to make its presence known as an amorphous 
shape dimly sensed behind diaphanous draperies that con-
cealed yet revealed enough to dazzle forever the eyes of ~ 
those who hunger for beauty. Unmistakably, this was a 
conception of beauty that few had known before. Based 
upon the Gothic and ~ne German scnools of melodrama and 
ilorro:t; tne magic powers of this strange poet i nvoked the 
poetics of such masters as Coleridge, Keats, ~ron and 
blended a catalysis of his peculiar pawers. Out of the 
weird brew came the tragic wonder of his best poems. 
It seems hardl important from the present view-
point to determine the actual dates o~ writing. One is 
tempted to disregard the element of time as being irre-
levant to the study of development. One of the outstand-
( 9J 
ing poems in which ~ne reiterative device is stressed is 
l.alume .. These lines are generally considered the best 
1llustration of the repetend. If Poe had written nothing 
other than this poem, it, alone~ would justify his im-
portance as a poet. It is an outstanding contribution to 
tne use of the repetend. Nor can it be denied a place 
among the famous names of poetry. 
ffere, Poe seems to have done in an entire unit 
what he otherwise did only spasmodically, a line or two 
scattered through the various compositions. In aulalume 
Poe establishes a mood at the start and strengthens it 
bnmediatel.y with tne use of tautology. The repetitions 
are underlined. 
he skies tney were ashen and sober 
~ leaves ~hey were crisped and sere 
~ leaves they were withering and sere: 
rt was night in the lonesome October 
- --o:r my most immemorial year: 
It !!!.!!.. hard .&_ill,. dim lake of A:uber, 
In the misty mid region of Weir 
g_ was down & ~ dank tarn of Auber 
.!!!. ~ gnoul-haunted woodland of Weir." 
Later, in the penultimate stanza, is found the same re-
frain, sl1ghtly altered and personalized. The tone, W1th 
its dismal background, is transposed to tile heart of ,;.he 
poe~ and expresses the subjective tragedy .. 
~nen my heart it grew asnen and sober 
_As the leaves that were crisped and sere-
As the leaves that were wither1ng and sere;~ 
The stanza is completed: 
(60) 
_, 
• • • this dark tarn of Auber-
- T.ni.s gnau~-haunted woodland of Weir." 
rt is a beautifully conceived and ex~uisitely finisned bit 
of work. The ~one is a penumbra of emotion that encom-
passes the reader within its folds and contains him until 
long after the final period. 
What is the meaning of this poem? What is the bio-
graphical significance of the poetic moo·d? We do not know. 
The best of critics can only guess. Perhaps Poe himself 
did not know. Astarte~ the sensuous goddess of physical 
love~ tempts the poet despite the presence of Psyche who 
warns him of the rashness he contemplates. Re disregards 
her supplication, goes his way, and is brought up short 
oy the door of a tomb. He now remembers that the closed 
doors of the sepulchre bar him forever from the thought and 
realization of his love. 
This much is obvious~ but the underlying meanipg 
is uncertain. One can only guess at the intent. Poe may 
have portrayed his hopeless sorrow at the death of some 
woman he loved, a woman whose death forever robbed him of 
love. Or~ he may have intended the expression of tragedy 
that befalls an otherwise normal man who realizes that he 
can never give a woman the complete passion she expects. 
There are b1ographical data that g1ve weight to this 
thought. Poers biographers generally believe that the 
[61) 
relationship bet een the poet and his wife Virginia was not 
of ~he normal married couple. Certainly, t1ere is endless 
material for argument. The charitably inclined are not at 
logs for proof of their arguments, nor are tnose who dis-
like Poe at loss for corroboration of t.Heir critic ism .. 
Ra~iocination is no~ an unusual ability. 
It does seem, however, tnat tnere 1s another ex-
planation for this and other poems of like nature written 
b Poe. In consideration of tne personality of the man 
as we know him,1t is reasonable to surmise that the basic 
elements are the manrs predilection for self-dramat1zation 
and his extraordinary ability to construct an amazing 
superstructure of mood and fancy upon a slignt foundation 
of fact. There is no great need for identification of the 
facts. "Ulalume~ is a tone poem that creates an atmosphere 
of ite own, a dream that is shared by every dreamer whose 
speech is the common tongue of those who are alive to tne 
nuances of mood and poetry. The mood has a perceptible 
vagueness, that needs no additional clarity. Music like 
Poers is not heard through the services of an interpreter. 
It requires neither diagram nor exposition. ~rom a medium 
of this sort, each man draws tnat which he chooses to re-
ceive. Nor is it necessary to know a man's birtp-date in 
order that we may sing wi~h him. Pernaps it is true that 
Poe could afford us little factual or b1ographical back-
(62) 
ground. It does not seem to be very impor~ant. 
All we need know is tha~ the poem creates for the 
reader an extraordina~ mood of melancno~ beauty. But 
the reader cannot explain his sensations~ nor can he clarify 
his reactions. Neither can the poet explain. Yet the 
created form is a peculiar type of beauty, hence it has 
complete excuse for being. I"t is its own justification and 
it needs no other 
There are, of course, those who will argue that even 
a poem must contain a definite message, but there will al-
ways be those who believe otherwise. Music that conveys 
a background of narrative is decried as being program music. 
1~e highest crategories of mue1cal composition are those 
which create a mood and rely only upon the imagination of 
the listener. Since this is so, and since poe~ry is often 
called the mue~c or words, let us then accept Peers best 
efforts as being of the same type. His poems are, in this 
definition, a framework upon which we may build as we like. 
rna sense, this 1s Symbolism, for the poe~ speaks 
directly to the reader 1n symbolical terms ratner than 
tnrougn definite speecn. There is a facility of communi-
cation that defies language. The letters are dreams, the 
words are strange landscapes, and the order of their going 
knows no rule other than the vagary of their composer. rn 
Poe we have the prophet of Symbol1sm and Imagism. 
63) 
Litt~e need be said about the inferior products 
of Poe's pen. The reading public is by now conversant 
with the facts of the poet's life and should realize the 
unfortunate influence upon his works caused b r the miser-
ie s and tragedies that efell him. rn all fairness, one 
does not olame a man for falling short of a goal if that 
goal be worthwh1le. 
Wor did Poe entirely fail his goal even though 
the preponderance of h1s works can be classified as fail-
ures. But there 1s no element of failure in such works 
as "Lenore,~ ~he Ravenrw The City in The Sea,~ •Tne 
Haunted Palace, Annabel Leer' ttulalume, ~reamland. 
~e Valley Of Unre st,~ and ~srafel,~ All of these are 
vital in the creation of the beauty for which the world 
owes Poe a lasting debt of gratitude. hey create their 
peculiar moods and leave us with an inimitable impression• 
~ow it was done or exactly what was ihtended not even the 
author seems to have knowD. 
The explanation offered us by Poe is much too fan-
tastic to believe. lie protests too much. We are asked to 
believe that his method was that of the artisan, that he 
wrote as one who ou1lds a house Such rationalization is 
an art in 1tself, but 1t need not be taken serlously. It 
is not likely that Poe composed as he says he did. mrhe 
Philosophy of Composition~ is much too l ogical. The s e are 
Co~) 
not brLcks of stone or columns of wood. Tne materials are 
words, plastic and capable of elastic definition. The art-
isan is a totally impractical person. The result is an im-
ponderable thing of mood, a gossamer creation of lambent 
gloom. We must conclude that the explanation has a life of· 
its own and bears no real relationship to the subject 
matter.. rt is a code that is far too elaborate for practi--
cal use. 
~t 1s my design to render it manifest tnat no one 
po1nt in its composition is referable either to acci-
dent or intuition-that the work proceeded, step by 
step~ to its completion with the precision and rigid 
conse·quence af' a mathematical problem."" (1} 
Po
1
e llad great critical ability; he was a craftsman 
af considerable technical skill and nfs compositions were 
invariably improved witn each revision-but it is difficult 
to reconcile poetry with mathematics. 
A:lthough Poe showed some mathematical ability, it 
is doubtful that his mind worked along such clear pathways 
of mathematical precision as he presumes. The creation of· 
moods 1s neitner arithmetical nor precise. Although Poe 
was an unusual technician in the creation of poetic form, 
we may nevertheless conclude that his basic impetus lay in 
insp1ration rather than in technical proficiency. 
rf beauty 1s the sole objective af the poem, we may 
inquire further whetner it is a logi .cal form or something-
(l J From "The Pnilosophy- of Composition .. " 
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that is dependent upon the intuitive and ~he inspirational. 
We become even more incredulous when Poe tells us that he 
selected his re'frain the word "Nevermore-" merely- because 
it contains the long »on and the sonorous "r." Poe's 
reasons -ror the technical makeup o-r "The Raven" may be 
omitted, but it becomes almost humorous when we note the 
carefully rationalizing association o-r a raven~ beauty-~ 
woman~ and death. 
The intent af all this stage-business is the en-
deavor to impress. rt was not enough for Foe that he had 
created an except~onally good piece of poetry. He was not 
satisfied to rest upon his laurels; he had to go further 
and prove that he was a respectable poet, a person of 
logical method, and a workman whose procedures included 
noth~ng erratic and nothing that could not be understood 
by the general populace. Despite the solitary nature of 
his personality and mentality, J!oe was forever fascinated 
by tne ambition to e s tablish himself as a personage with-
in his community. S~nce community standards of his time 
were based upon the practical and the logical, Poe attempted 
to convince hims elf and others that he, too, was of their 
kind. So we have a genius whose talents lay in the creation 
o-r ephe~eral beauty attempting to prove that he was an 
accomplished artisan. We have the t ragic picture of an 
artist try~ng to demonstrate that he worked with a ruler 
[66) 
and compass because he had reason for thinking that the 
good opinion of his contemporaries would be given only 
to a wielder of ruler and compass. 
The world of reality and the ·fantastiq strange 
world of Poe's mind r~sult in a combination that is well 
revealed in the tremulous watery pictures of "The City 
in the Sea.~ Its unreality reflects the nebulous insecur-
ity of its creator. 
~p shad~ long-forgotten bowers 
Of sculptured ivy and stone flowers-
up many and many a marvellous shrine· 
Whose wreathed friezes intertwine 
The viol, the violet. and the vine-
Res~gnedly beneath the sky 
rne melancholy waters lie. 
So blend tne turrets and shadows tnere 
That all seem pendulous in air. 
Such was Poe. With all his marvelous technical 
ability, with all his ra'tionalizing, he, too,. was "pendu-
Ious ~n air. 
[67) 
CHABTER V 
BE:TWEEN HALF-CLOSED EYELIDS 
Pro1se Narratives 
BETWEEN HALF-CLOSED EYELIDS 
Prose N"arratives 
~omparatively speakingr Poers work in the short 
story and its related fields is capable of better definition 
and understanding than his poetry. Much of the prose is 
. 
hack work, obviously written for tne few dollars the ar-
ticles might bring. Frequently, his usual faults are dis-
played. rn several places, we discover material that is 
difficult to read, disagreeable to readr or not worth 
read1ng. Where tnere 1s an attempt at humor the result 
is little other th~n an impression of bathetic futility~ 
Poe realized the ex1stence of a market for humor and made 
sporadic attempts to profit from its potential rewards. 
~owever, if he was not entirely deficient in humor, he 
certainly had a perverse quality that often affects his 
readers in a manner totally different from that whic.n is 
expected .. 
Yor example, "Loss of Brea1ih 11 is macabre and grue-
some rather than funny. r. Lackobreath, having literally 
lost his breath while cursing his wife, gets his skull 
fractured, both arms broken, is hanged and has sundry 
gruelling experiences- all in the name of humor. 
Yrom any viewpoint, 1t is 1mportant only that Poe 
[68] 
thought this sort of ~hing amusing. It seemed to him that 
experiences of this kind should arouse laughter. Perhaps 
in the general vicinity of Limbo they are funny~ but the 
reaction on the part of the reader is a sense of wonder 
that anyane should write these gruesome ~antasies with 
the expectation that someone would find them amusing. 
Is it true then that these things made Poe laugh7 
In another story called ~e Man Who Was Used Up we are 
given the hilarious narrative of a veteran soldier who has 
lost several parts of his anatomy. rt is expected that 
our risibilities will be tickled when Poe describes t h e 
way t h e soldier's servant each mo rning reconstructs some-
thing which looks like a human f~gure out of artificial 
limbs, eyes, scalp, teeth, tongue and other parts~ There 
is something horr~ole here rather than funny in all th~s. 
Tne sensitive reader cannot enjoy the story for it is a 
brutal satire on the glories of war. One sees nothing 
humorous in ~he pitiful results of battle. However, ~f we 
misjudge the man,and ~fit is true ~hat Poe meant to satir-
ize the brutality of war, e must concede that it is a blow 
of vici ous intensity. '!'here ~s no better way to show the 
tawdriness of warfare than through the combination of bit-
ing satire and perverse humor. If, contrary to our under-
standing of Poe's intentions, this was the true objective, 
we must concede the homage that is due a master of any 
\69 J 
form of expression. 
BUt we cannot reasonably arrive at this conclusion. 
Critics are generally agreed tha~ Poe believed he had an 
excellen~ sense of humor. They are further in agreement 
that Poe realized the existence of an attractive market 
for this sort of work. rn his life-long struggle to earn 
a living~ he nece sarily turned his efforts in this direc-
tion. Kaving decided to write humor, he wrote, among 
otners, the two stories previously mentioned. 
On this basis, we can do no other than come to the 
conclusion that Poe was writing what he considered to be 
humorous narratives. We are left with only one line of 
thought-since Poe was attempting to write humor into his 
work and this was his expression of 1t, we must JUdge 
accordingly. The lnevitable conclusion is that Poe had a 
weak and distorted sense of humor. 
Let us consider these stories as representing the 
worst side -of Poers works. Even though we make tne approach 
from an unfavorable viewpo1nt, we are still impressed witn 
the striking qualities displayed therein. There is no 
feebleness, certainly no futility of expression. That 
which is said is highly effective, there 1s precision and 
a profound eloquence. The impression of great power can-
not be denied. We may argue with what the man has to say, 
but we cannot quibble about the way he gives voice to his 
[~OJ 
thought. Rarely in ~iterature does one find such clearly 
etched portraits of tremendous strength as in these works. 
One may enter the field of Poe's prose works wit~ a proper 
sense of humility. 
There can be no escape, however, from another con-
clusion-that of Eoers remoteness from humanity and normalcy. 
This so-called humor has no place in a normal world of per-
sonal relat1onsh1ps. We are not certain which way the con-
nection works, but there is an inextricable association 
petween tne macabre subject~atter of Peers works and Poe 
himself. The mad melancholy creatures that inhabited Peers 
brain found dwelling place everywhere. They are tremend-
ously effective when discovered in such tragic pieces as 
wThe Fall of the House of rrsher~ or in rrThe Black Cat.rr 
But they are both fa s cinating and repelling wnen associated 
with humor. There is a clash of tne standards that exist 
in tne normal mind. Tt 1s as if there were someth1ng 
horrible beyond human conception, hovering in the outer 
darkness of interstellar space, looking down at us and 
laughing with a horrible laughter. Only in a world of 
gibbering gnouls is there enjoyment of mutilation and 
human agony. These are the sounds that sometimes issue 
from the barred windows of asylums for the insane. And Poe 
is the master who teeters on the borderline between our 
world and theirs. His humor 1s affected by what he sees 
(71) 
on t ..i:l e other side, but we do not call it laughter. 
As we approach the pinnacle of Poets abilities as 
a prose writer, but as yet from the unfavorable viewpoint, 
we must take cognizance of the hack work that a ppears in 
hi s stories. It i s unnece s sary to try to find much merit 
in such pieces as ~ing a Paragrab . " -The Island of the 
Fay is a better example of the pot-boiler. It begins 
with a line from Servius and a quotati on from armontel. 
rt offers a mass of pseudo-scientific detail and includes 
foot-notes concerning the works of Pomponius, ela and 
Balza c. Further on, there is a Latin quotation by P . Commire. 
Although there is a rather pleasant air of faery lightness 
and symbolism, the straining after erud~tion makes the whole 
work fall short of its possibil1ties. 
Poe is too much concerned with g iving the appea r-
ance of a well-read man. The oovious attempt to pre s erve 
hi s s elf-respect m~litates against the effectiveness of 
hls stories. The r esult is a piece of listle ss, dull mat-
eria l t ha t does not leave the reader with a favorable ~m­
pression. 
Fortunately, there are not many of the5e stories 
in which t n e creative element is lacking. We find it hard 
to blame a man whose circumstances are such that he must 
write whether he wants to or not. But we can criticise a 
writer who turns aside his ab1lit1es fra.m their truest 
[72) 
expres sion and devotes himsel£ toward tnat which will im-
prove h is social sta tus or exag gerate his sense of i mport-
ance. Of t h i s Poe has on occasion been guilty. 
Tt is much more constructive and far more pleasing 
to study the works in which Po e was true to himself. With 
mo st of these stories we are familiar. The most out s tand-
ing are mrhe Yall of the Rouse of ~sher,~ ~he Pit and the 
Pendulum,~ ~e rrask of Amontilado,w mrhe Maelstrom, ~ ~e 
~s ~ Found i n a Bottle,w "The Narrative of Arthur rrordon ~.~ 
"The Gold Bug,w mrhe Tell-Tale Heart, .and WThe Mas que of 
the Red neath. Tn these, the real Poe writes and it is 
here t hat he makes t h e mos t c onvincing claim to . be c on s ider-
ed among t h e great writers of literature. There is no 
need for literary allusions, there is no padding necessary. 
When he allows the full sweep of his imagination to operate 
u pon his exquisite word sense, the result is a work of 
genius. 
Tn story after story, the narrat ive begins with a 
clea r-cut definition and a controlled intens ity which moves 
on with a rapidly accelerating action unt1l the final 
catastrophe or climax is obtained. His story-telling abi-
lity is sup erb; there is not a word wasted, not a stroke 
of tne pen that i s superfluous. The reader is carr1ed on, 
c ompletely lost in the emotional turmoil. 
1~ere is so much genuine literary ability evidenced 
[73) 
~n the creation of ~hese stories that we cannot escape 
tne conclusion that Poe wrote as one who enjo s his work. 
The flood gates of his abilities are open wide. Although 
he ~aid that poetry was his true field of expression and 
that he preferred to work in that medium, it is probably 
true that he would have written prose regardless of its 
possibilities of remuneration~ for there is an overwhelm-
ing indication of genius within that sphere. 
Let us note the open~ngs, for they are po erful: 
I was sick-sick unto death with ~nat long 
agony; and wnen they at length unbound me, 
and I was permitted to sit, I felt that my 
senses ere leaving me. he sentence-the 
dread sentence of death-was the las~ of ais-
tinct accentuation wh~cn reached my ears. (1) 
This is the short story technique at ~ts best. In one 
bound we are beside the narrator completely absorbed in 
the story that he is about to tell us. We know that fie 
i s s ick from the long agony of torture. He has been 
bound but is now released and the sentence of death has 
been passed upon him~ There is no need to urge the reader; 
he is anxious to follow. And follo he does through all 
the agonies of the damned sp~rit. The walls of molten 
metal~ ~ne pit with its sickening occupants, end above all~ 
the ti·emendously vitalized pendulum-all these inflict 
their vicarious torments upon ~he reader. We cannot re-
sist a shudder as we read: 
(1} Frmm mrne Pit and the Pendulum.~ 
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'~own-steadily down it crept I took a 
frenzied pleasure in contrasting its down-
ward with its la~eral velocity. To the 
right-to tne left-far and wide with tne 
snriek of a damned spirit! To my heart, 
with the stealthy pace of the t1ger. I 
alternately laughed and howledr as one or 
the other idea grew predominant." (1} 
I Perhaps tne horrors are impossible, perhaps the sadistic 
devices are beyond belief, but all these terrors are de-
scribed with a f1ne pTecision that is peculiarly contrasted 
with the sort of imagination required to conceive them. 
As far as one can determine, the In~uistion rarely went 
beyond the auto da f{~ the sacrificial flames, but per-
haps the Spanish lacked Poe's grandeur of imagina~ion. It 
is some~imes argued that the horrors are psychopathic, 
that they are symptomic of Poer5 own deranged mind. Be 
that as it may~ there is nothing deranged about Poe's tech-
nique. Ris p ict res are clearly defined and contain ~he 
steely exactness of ~he pendulum itself. 
Whether or not these are images derived from a 
disordered brain is unimportant. The transmutation is so 
complete that the final outcome carries no hint of its 
possibly defective source. If Poe were insane or if his 
images stemmed from that portion of his brain which was 
unbalanced, he was yet possessed of sufficient craftman-
ship to convey exact images. There is nothing vague about 
the backgrounds or the action of his stories. If this is 
(l) ~rom the~it and the Pendulum" 
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madness, would that our literary contemporaries possess~d 
a litt~e of it .. 
mrhe Fall of the House of Ushertt is another story 
that opens effectively, creates its mood with the very 
first line, and goes ~iftly to its terrible cl1max. The 
dark tarnr the brooding sky and the massive walls of the 
sher ancestral home give tone to and accentuate the 
mental sickness of the Usher family. Their doom is an 
1nevitaole thing. It oears down on tne reader and creates 
a vicarious anguish that welcomes the final tragedy. 
~e Descent into the Maelstrom~ is an excellent 
example of Poe's gen1us for writing that which is patently 
·fictitious, but which appears to be true .. 'The verisimili-
tude of Defoe's Robinson Crusoe~ is closely matched by 
Poe's abilities in such stories as this. There is good 
reason for believing that Poe outdoes his distinguished 
predecessor t for where Defoe gives the appea.rance of" real-
ity to tales that are not entirely 1ncredible, Foe does 
that in adventures whicn are almost totally beyond bel1ef. 
Tne reader of "Robinson Crusoe readily sees himself on a 
desert island and can in~gine his own shocked surprise on 
seeing a footprint in the sand. Re, too, fights the can-
n1bals and lives the life of Crusoe. But Poe takes an 
impossible set of circumstances, weaves around them his 
magic web of details and clear-cut horror,-and we believe 
(76} 
him Even the mytno~ogy of the Ancient Greeks did not 
quite come up to this. Surely~ there never was a whirl-
pool even remotely resembling the maelstrom of Poe's story. 
Wo one has ever seen or heard of anyth1ng of this nature. 
Yet Poe tells us about it and, we, despite our logical 
minds, believe it. 
Eow sk1llfully the story is constructed: Th~ough 
the eyes of the narrator,we ee first of all a milder ver-
sian of the whirlpool. rt shocks us, yet it is not entirely 
beyond bellef. Witn the watcner on the cliff, we throw 
ourselves to tne earth and dig our fingers into tne grass 
from terror.. Tnen we listen to the wnite-l1...a.ired old man, 
and we accept one by one the circumstances of his tale .. 
We are not amused to hear that the fishing smack attempts 
to navigate the dangerous waters during the time of great-
est danger simply because someone's watch has stopped. We 
accept the fact that a careful seaman might allo his 
watch to run down even though the lives of three people 
depend upon him, and we go on undaunted to greater tests 
of our credulity. We ride the light vessel througn the 
mountainous surges and find ourselves within the rim of 
the whirlpool. 
~ever shall I ~orget the sensations of awe, 
norror, and admiration with which r gazed 
about me. The boat app~ared to be hanging, 
as 1f by magic, midway down, upon tne inter-
ior urface of a funnel vast in circumference~ 
(77) 
prodigious in depth, and whose perfectly 
smooth sides might have been mistaken 
for ebony, but for the bewildering rapid-
ity with 1hich they spun around, and for 
the gleaming radiance they shot forth. 
s the rays of the ful~ moon, from that 
circular rift amid the clouds which I 
haTe already described, streamed in a 
flood of golden glo~ along the black 
walls, and far away into the inmost re-
cesses of the abyss.w (1) 
lre are no longer amused; e are frightened and awe-stricken. 
~e feel ourselves caught in tfie breath-taking race of ~he 
mad waters, and we are dumbfounded by the sheer horror of 
the situation. Yet there is a certain beauty. There is 
always beauty in the wildest manifestations of nature's 
might if we are capable of apprecia~ion. Poe brings it 
to us so pointed and colored for our better enjoyment that 
we can hardly avoid seeing 1t. It is witn the startling 
sensuousness of lightning and storm that Poe shocks us. 
Even as the· dazzling brilliance of the lightning flash 
leavea a lingering impression on the retina, so, do his 
better stories leave a clear impress on the most insensi-
tive mind. There is no resisting its influence. 
Somewhat in contrast,mrhe Narrative of Arthur 
Gordon Pym~ does not rely upon fantastic horrors for ita 
interest other than in ~he closing paragraphs. The mater-
ial has a decided semblance to reality. This is not an 
extravaganza; its tone is lower, its horrors do not scream 
to tne heavens. Tne lengtn of tne story and 1ts technically 
(1) From ~e Descent into the Maelstrom. 
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poor ending lead to the conclusion that it is a collection 
of short tales woven into a larger unit for the sake of 
its monetary possibilities. Since Poe never reaped his 
proper reward for the short stories he created, he might 
have felt that he could do better with a narrative of 
book length. 
The ending is incinsistent with the body of the 
tale and leaves the reader stranded. It does not seem 
likely that so skillful a writer as Poe should have failed 
in his technique so completely. Based upon this point, 
one can logically wonder about Poe's intent. Many of the 
recorded adventures may have been his impressions of his 
own experiences, although in slightly different form. 
The final paragr~phs may disclose Poe's realization of the 
fate that awaited ~im. Otherwise, there is no good reason 
for the mechanically imperfect - transition and conclusion 
upon the note of vagueness. This is the last entry in Pym's 
diary~ 
"March 22nd.-The darkness had materially 
increased, relieved only by the glare of the 
water thrown back from the white curtains 
before us. Many ·gigantic and pallidly white 
birds flew continuously now from beyond the 
veil, and their scream was the eternal Tele-
lili! as they retreated from our vision. 
Hereupon Nu-:Uu stirred in the bottom of the 
boat; but upon touching him, we found his 
spirit departed. And now we rushed into the 
embraces pf the cataract, where a chasm threw 
itself open to receive us. But there arose 
(79 J 
in our path ay a shrouded human figure~ very 
far larger in its proportions than any dwel-
ler among men. And tne hue of tne skin of 
the figure was of the perfect wniteness of 
snow.u (1} 
Perh~ps Poe was subconsciously aware of his own 
impending doom. The impression is that of one who falls 
endlessly in his sleep ·~ tumbling headlong in descent to-
' ward inevitable dissolution. Since there is no hope of · 
salvation~ there is, of coursew no attempt to save one-
self. It may be that the involved symbolism refers to 
Poe and his own weakness. It is not hard to understand 
that a man of Poe's temperament would seek every possible 
opportunity to express the inner anguish of his suffering. 
His gift of expression and his tendency toward self-
dramatization would make it difficult for him to restrain 
himself. Nor was he ever noted for his ability to re-
strain his emotions. Neither the writer nor tne actor 
can bear to keep a confidence whether it is objectively in-
spired or hether it comes from within. 
"The MS. Found in a Bottle" is very much of a piece 
with Poe's poems of mood. Apparently inspired by the 
legend of the Flying Dutchmanr it leaves the basic story 
and goes on to create a picture of ine~licable terror. 
(1} From the conclusion of The Narrative of Arthur 
G~rdon Pym" 
(80) 
As usualr the apocryphal story-giver is ~ersed in an 
inky sea of gloom for which he gives no good reason. The 
voyager embarks on a vessel and is caught in a storm the 
description of which marks a high point in Eoe's narrative 
ability. 'l'he grandeur of the tempestuous scene rivals the 
best marine word paintings ever conceived by Conrad. 
But again, the reader senses the strangeness of 
the impel~ing power that drives the story to its formles s 
close. The travelier is wrecked and finds himself aboard 
a peculiar vessel.. The sailors are hoary, white-haired 
men,and tne captain is completely oblivious to the visitor 
who stands at his elbow as he plots his course on ancient 
charts. The ship itself is a huge bloated thing; its 
timbers are porous and its shape is that of the vee~ 
that sailed the seas hundreds of years before. There is 
some curse on the ship. Reminiscent of Coleridge's 
"The Ancient Marinerr" the crew anxiously avrait their ar-
rival at same port where they will have relief from their 
fate. The reader cannot doubt that the desired relief is 
death. 
Nothing real1y happens. ~he reader is borne along 
to an inconclua·ive ending and is conscious only of an im-
pression. This is no clear-cut tale of adventure. It is 
a series of eerie, atery tapestries~ comple ely immersed 
(81.) 
in a ~ingering gloom. Like uTne Narrative of Arthur 
Gordon Fym~• it may be the expression of the author's 
hopelessness and his inability to avert his approaching 
tragedy. 
Among the shorter stories are ~The Masque of t h e 
Red Death" and "The Tell-Tale Heart,• both of which are 
tremendously striking in their diverse effects. There is, 
in the former, a masterly development of midnight terror. 
It tells a brief story of a land in the grip of plague,-
a plague that strikes everywhere indiscriminately and 
leaves his victims spouting b~ood. It is hardly a story 
in the modern sense for it has no human contact. It 
rea~y tells nothing; it strikes a loud clanging note and 
~eaves us with the memory of a scene, brutal, yet crystal 
cle~r. Biographically speaking, it is sometimes consider-
ed a s having revealed a particular state of mind on tne 
part of its author. Its nightmare scenes had a probable 
counterpart in Poe's mind,- "and Darkness and Decay and 
Red Death held illimitable dominion over all. The dark-
ness and decay were already within Poe; death came only 
too soon. 
0 The Tell- ale Heart is another nightmare study. 
A madman is impelled to commdt murder. He is safe, for 
no one has reason to suspect him. But perversely enough, 
( 82) 
he confesses his own crime. Kere, too~ Poe shows us 
anotner bit of his anguished mentality. It is in stor.Es 
of this sort that Poe atta1ns ~he height of his art. It 
is a limited art. for within the narraw confines of Poe's 
interest there was little otner tnan a concern with moods~ 
mental conflicts, and states of mind. Rarely did he 
venture outside this field. He reflects to a very minor 
extent the great currents of life around him. Very slight-
ly does he echo the scenes and the incidents of normal 
human contacts. He is the subjective artist completely 
involuted and concerned with~mself almost to the total ex-
clusion of anything else. Whether consciously or uncon-
sciously, he knows little other than the study of t h e all 
absorbing ego. fuat makes his work so interesting to us 
is the fact that his part1cular ego was like nothing else 
born on earth. 
It encompassed within itself heaven and hell. With-
in its dQmain lay the ecstasy and tne agonies of eternal 
damnation. Lacking the range and breadth of Dante, Poe 
passed through the needle eye of his anguished soul the 
boundless horrors of the hopeless and the muted singing of 
the spberes. From the misery of an ignoble life~ Poe 
evoked a miniature, even microscopic universe of his own. 
Maqy of these stories are purely personal in mean-
(83) 
ing. If we go beneath the surface. we ma · conclude that 
"illiam ilsonl is somewhat autobiographical. The back-
ground is based u~on details of Poe's school days in Eng-
land. Like his hero. Poer too, wasted his powers. Aithough 
he had not committed the vio1ous excesses of William 
ilson~ Poe had given way to the temptat1ons of the weak 
and had failed those who loved him. 
The shorter stories that deal with psychopathology 
give some clue to the meaningless violence within his own 
mind. l'hey indicate that the author was either concerned 
ith or subject tomaniacal obsess1ons. •The Fall of the 
House of Usher" is a distorted mirror of Poe's own soul. 
Perh~ps Poe was, on occasions, as mad as Roderick Usher. 
It is a story of weakness; it is a story of willful self-
destruction. But as a stor~ it is admirable, for it con-
tains a typical demonstration of Poe's technical ability in 
creating a short story. With the opening words a mood is 
set: 
"During the whole of a dull. dark. and 
resoundless day in the autumn of the year. 
hen the clouds hung oppressively low in 
the heavens, I had been passing aloner on 
norseback, through a singularly dreary tract 
of country, and at length found myself, as 
the shades of evening drew on. within view 
of the melancholy House of Usher. I know 
not how it as-but with the first glimpse 
of the building, a sense of insufferable 
gloom pervaded my spirit." 
(84) 
This is a lyrical expression of despair. Fortunate-
lyr it is short. It would be unbearable if continued for 
a long period of time, but the brevity itself is part of 
Poe's techni~ue. Even though it is basically emotional, 
ita form is well defined. From the opening word, there is 
a cancentated hammering toward a unity of effect. Not a 
word is wasted. Once~eated, the tone of melancholy horror 
intensifies itself and achieves the cumulative strength of 
an avalanche. There is no resisting the emotional stress. 
The thing goes an and on until it seems that there is no 
further mark of intensity attainable. ith the aLmost 
inevitable tragic climax. there is swift denouement and 
conclusion. The reader is left stunned and emotionally 
breathless. 
Here, then, is the genius of Poe. A single effect 
is decided upon and the gifted creator adds to its strength 
with every literary device at his command. Since his re-
sources are almost boundless in depth, the result bears 
distinction that is beyond compare. 
(85) 
CHAFTER VI 
THE: DRE.AM AND REALITY 
Critica~ orks 
" 
THEI DRE"AM JtND REALITY 
Critical Wo:trks 
The observer who stands on the superior height of 
tne present and views the critical dicta of writers who 
have long since passed into a literary Valhalla~ is prone 
to commit the egregious sin of paying too much attention to 
errors rather than to virtues. We smile and wonder how the 
errors could have been committed, we do not understand how 
any man could fail to see that which we now so readilY per-
ceive. To us the various levels of distinction are so 
clearly laid out tha~ we Nonder at the stupidity of others. 
Our idols are humbled when they deliver themselves 
of op1nions which are now at var1ance w1th accepted stan-
dards. How we scoff at the great names of Coleridge~ 
Johnson, and Goethe for their failure to recognize that 
which seems completely obvious. Surely, Coleridge was in 
his dotage when he placed Barry CornwalL in the foremost 
rank of poets. ~o is this Barry Cornwall? uoethe praised 
Ossian. but the muse of English literature must have been 
fast asleep when Johnson commented unfavorably on Milton's 
"Lycidas." 
(86) 
Perhaps we are not altogether despondent about 
deviations from greatness for we then feel that the names 
which are inscribed upon imposing tombs have become human. 
We welcome the touch of weakness that makes us akin. It 
is good to know that our literary giant sometimes descends 
from Olympus and varies his diet of nectar and ambrosia. 
The normal lapses of judgment bring back the poet 
from t~e outer spaces where we cannot reach or clearly 
understand him. Particularly is this true when we realize 
that some of tne errors are due to petty jealousies and 
rivalries. Poe. the genius of melancholy madness, takes on 
the habiliments of mankind when we know that, at least in 
some reapects,his mind functioned normally. 
e must~ke care that the superLority of the present 
does not impair our sense of fairness.. We laugh at the 
judgments of past literary generations, yet we set our-
selves up as judges and prepare didactic summaries concern-
ing the comparative merits of contemporary writers. We 
have all the advantages of time when we look backward and 
weigh the values of others. Actually, the evaluation is 
not ours; it is the acc~lated opinion of a~ those who 
have tried to determine that which is good and that which 
is inferior. We make our pontifical dicta upon the very 
safe foundation of untold multitudes of readers. 
(87) 
____ l ___ _ 
What wil~ fUture generations have to say about 
present standards? Which of the great names of modern 
literature wil~ withstand the impact of time and the ab-
rasive friction of changing standards? What will the read-
ers of another century have to say of such names as Eugene 
O' Neil and Bernard Shawr or of Thomas Wolfe and ~omas 
Mann? How precious and necessary is the gift of humility~ 
Whatever the ifts of Poe, humility was not one 
of them. He undertook to set up literary standardards for 
his generation. In a whol~y arbitrary manne~ he tore 
reputations to shreds and deified others without adequate 
cause other than his own caprice of the moment, or because 
of the pressure of a temporary decision. His judgments of-
ten rested upon spitefulness. He praised work he knew to 
be inferior and condemned writings the merit of which he 
must have recognized. He set himself up as the literary 
arbiter of his time, yet failed to give the carefu~r logi-
cal consideration that the task involved. He was certain 
that he was the greatest writer of his time and a great 
critic. Yet he launched effusive panegyrics purely on the 
basis of friendship or in the attempt to improve his posi-
tion. Impelled by jealousy, he castigated where no criti-
cism was justified. His monomania on the subject of plag-
iarism caused him to attack some of the outstanding men of 
(88) 
his day. 
He was. however, fair in hB treatment of native 
writers. Whatever else may be said of him~ the accusation 
of provinciality cannot be made. At a time when American 
literary hos~ was paying homage to English writers merely 
because they were Englishr Poe was never attentive to 
distinctions of nationality. He did not descend to servile 
flattery. nor was he scornful of American literature simp-
ly because it was local. At a time when any book bearing 
an English title was almost automaticalLy rated as better 
than the homespun product, Poe had the courage to criticize 
a work on its merits~ Whatever we may think of his jealous-
ies, rivalries, and momentary personal dislikes, we must 
respect the man for having the strength to stand out from 
among his fellows and breast the literary trends from 
Europe. It is difficult to condemn a man such as this; 
one feels a certain admiration for the breaker of tradition. 
There was in him a contempt for the mob that re-
peatedly expressed itself. Even though he wrote some 
material that was inspired by literary fashion, we are not 
justified in calling him a snob or a sycophant. Naturally 
enough, much of his work ~n tne field of criticism was 
concerned with·the literary tiae which surrounded him. 
Tbat was his duty, he was paid to review for the public 
(89) 
those works which appealed to the popular appetite. His 
materials consisted of American novels, poems, and articles 
that poured out upon an eager public year after year. His 
was the task of interpretation. In the translation of lit-
erary values to the language of the layman, Poe was one of 
the few who insisted that the only worthwhile standards 
were those of literary merit and not those of popular esti-
mation. To him, an English work was not necessarily sup-
erior to an American piece. A book that suited popular 
taste was not necessarily a good one. His was the peculiar 
type of mind that instinctively rejects and suspects that 
which is generally admired. Although he attempted to gain 
some measure of popularity, and although he was concerned 
with the attainment of material rewards, he was, neverthe-
less, contemptuous of the rabble and its tastes. His 
works show a certain compliance, but the outstanding element 
is the tone of independence. By analogy, the following 
gives voice to his sentiments on the subject~ 
WUntil we analyze a religion, or a 
philosophy, in respect of its inducementsr 
independently of its rationality~ we shall 
never be in condition to estimate that reli-
gion, or that philosophy, by the mere number 
of its adherents:-unluckily, 
No Indian Prince has to his palace 
More followers than a thief to gallows." {1) 
{1) From, Marginalia VII 
(90) 
A~~ of this strikes one as being a good argument 
against the validity of accepted tastes. At least in 
theory, mere strength of numbers was something to be de-
cried. According to Poe, a man who won favor with the 
masses must be suspected of having within him elements 
that are undesirable 
The Marginalia afforded Poe many opportunities to 
voice some of his basic theories and 1mpulses. Here,he 
offers explanation of his ideas concerning the relation-
ship between beauty and strangeness. In Marginalia X, he 
quotes Lord Bacon to the effect that there is no exquisite 
beauty without an admixture of strangeness: "Take away 
this element of strangeDess-of unexpectedness-of novelty-of 
originality-call it what we will-and all that is ethereal 
in loveliness is lost at once." 
But Poe is a strange person in himself. We read 
his dicta concern1ng the unworthiness of mass approval-we 
study his lines deal1ng with the elements of beauty, and 
then we turn to the folluw1ng wretched pun: 
"Ta~ing of puns:- TWhy do they not g1ve us 
quail for dinner, as usual?' demanded Count 
Fessis, the other day, of H-, the classicist 
and sportsman. 
'Because at this season , ' replied H-, who 
was dozing,- 'qualis sopor fessis. f lQ~ail is 
so poor, Fessis.J" (1} 
( 1) From Marginalia XIV 
(91) 
or can e help noting the only too frequent offense of 
attempting to display both profound erudition and an ac-
quaintanceship with titles and names of consequence. 
Furthermore~ we cannot avoid noting that cansistency is not 
one of Poe's virtues. for he does not maintain a reasonable 
adherence to his own professed standards. 
Notwithstanding his occasional departure from lit-
erary virtue, Poe was., on the whole, a reviewer of consid-
erable critical insight. For the most part, his estimates 
. 
of the merits of his contemporaries have ithstocd ti1e 
changing judgments of time. He has this to say of Bulver: 
"As historian~ he is sufficiently dignified, 
sufficiently ornate, and more than sufficient-
ly self-suffieient. His 'Athens' would have 
received an Etonian prize, and has all the 
happy air of an Etonian prize-essay re-vamped. 
His political pamphlets are very good as pol-
itical pamphlets and very disreputable as any-
thing else. His essays leave no doubt upon 
anybcdy's mind that,with the writer, tney nave 
been essays indeed. His criticism is really 
beneath contempt. His moral philosophy is the 
most ridiculous of all the moral phiosophies 
that ever have been imagined upon earth. His 
arks bear about them the unmistakable indica-
tion of mere talent,-talent, I grant, of an 
unusual order, and nurtured to its extreme of 
development with a very tender and elabora~e 
care. Nevertb:iess, it is talent still. Gen-
ius it is not.• (1) 
In view of present-day standards and the accepted 
opinion concerning Bulwer~ this is good criticism. The re-
( 1) From :Marginalia XXXIV 
(92) 
marks are concise, thoughtfuliy analytical, and carry a 
note of restraint. There is nothing here of the prejudice 
and the personal animosity that often characterized Poe's 
critical works. His summary of the writer's abi~ities bas 
been borne out by the judgment of time. Of course, Poe 
made his due share of errors. Even his impersonalized 
genera~izations sametimes fall short of perfect accuracy. 
~. Simms has abundant faults-or bad;-
among hich inaccurate Eng~ish, a proneness 
to revolting images, and pet phrases, are the 
most noticeable. Nevertheless, leaving out 
of the question Brockden Brown and Hawthorne, 
( 1ho are each a genius,} he is immeasurably the 
best writer of fiction in America. He had 
more vigor, more imagination. more movement, 
and more general capacity than all our novel-
ists (save Cooper) combined, (1) 
Nor was Poe above pointing to minor flaws in a 
writer to hom he was greatly indebted, Samuel T ylor 
Coleridge. In Margina~ia XLVL, he wastes his ~ime and the 
reader's by calling attention to the minute error of the 
fol~owing: 
•All in a hot and copper sky 
The bloody sun at noon 
Just np above the mast did stand 
No bigger than the moon." (2) 
Is it possible that the poet did not know the apparent 
diameter of the moon to be greater than that of the sun? 
However, the criticism is praiseworthy in one res-
(~) From Ma.ginalia XLV 
(2) Coleridge, Samuel Taylor,'The Ancient Mariner.a 
(93} 
pect. Poe was a~ways concerned with the minutiae of sden-
tific observation. If Coleridge erred in speaking of t.ne 
comparative sizes of the moon and the sun, then he, Poe, 
must correct the fault. There are those who will speak dis-
paragingl of this calling it an ~ple of impertinence, 
yet the ~ge of literary honesty cannot be denied. Poe 
often created difficulties where none existed, but he 
rarely avoided a challenge to his sense of values. It can-
not be denied that he sometimes disregarded values and en-
gaged in comment that was far more personal than critical. 
Even when adverse criticism is merited, Poe often overdoes 
it. 
nif the greasy-looking lithograph here 
given as a frontispiece, be meant for Mr. 
Grattan, then is Mr. Gratten ~ike nobody 
else:-for the fact is, I kever knew an in-
dividual with a wire wig, or the counten-
ance of an under-done apple dumpling ••• 
As a genera~ rule, no man should put his own 
face in his own book. In looking at the 
author's countenance the reader is seldom in 
condition to keep his ·own." ( 1) 
"Surely - cannot complain of the manner 
in hich his book has be received· for the 
public, in regard to it, has given him just 
such an assurance as Polyphemus pacified 
Ulysses with, while his companions ere be-
ing eaten up before his eyes. ftYour book, 
Mr. M-, says the public, 'shall be-l pledge 
you my word-the very last that I shall de-
vour. ' " l2) 
(1) From Marginalia LXII 
(2) From Marginalia LXXVII 
(94) 
"I have now :before me a book in which the 
most noticeable thing is the pertinacity 
with which 'Monarch'and 'King' are printed 
with a capita~ M and a capita~ K. The author, 
it seems, has been late~y presented at court. 
He will employ a smalL E in futu~e, I pre-
sume, henever he is so unlucky as to have to 
speak of his God." (1) 
11A corrupt and impious heart-merely prur-
ient fancy-a Saturnian brain in which inven-
tion has only the phosphorescent g~~er of 
rottenness. Worthlesa, body and soul- a 
foul reproach to the nation that engendered 
and endures him- a fetid battener upon the 
garbage of thought-no man-a beast-a pig~ 
Less scrupulous than a carrion-crow, and 
not very much less fil~ than a Wilmer." (2) 
This pen was dipped deep in venom. Where it splash-
ed, it burned and left a scar. The object of its attention 
could not quickly forget the experience, for Poe-'s talent 
was too great to be denied even in this un~~easant activity. 
Needless to say that the wie~der of the weapon rare~y in-
tended the wound. Once done, the harm could not be for-
gotten by the victim, although Poe, himself, often regretted 
or forgot the attack. 
Nor were his vict~s invariab~y the puny and help-
less ones of their kind. ~ven Carly~e incurred Poe!s 
displeasure. "The next work of Car~yle wi~~ be entitled 
'Bow-Wow~' and the title-page will have a motto from the 
opehing chapter of the Koran: 'There is no errar in this 
(1) From ][arginalia LXXXV 
(2) From Margina~ia C.XXXIV 
{95) 
(L) 
Book.' " 
The classic Montaigne was not ~une~ Apparently, 
the style of the father of es ays did not please Poe's 
ideas concerning for-m. •r believe it is Iontaigne who says-
'Feople talk about thinking, but for my part. I never begin 
to think until I sit down to write.' A better plan for h~ 
would have been, never to sit down to write until he had (2) 
made an end of thinking." 
The field of Literature was not his only source of 
comment. Foe had a great deal to say concerning the people 
as a hole. There was in him no great love for man as a 
social animal or for the idea of Democracy. His works are 
concrete evidence that Poe had little besides contempt for 
the general masses and that he deprecated any system in 
which the ultimate resolution of power lay not in some 
supreme ruler or class~ but rather in the individual votes 
of the ignorant, the thoughtles~and the stupid. 
Knowing with unimpeachable certainty his own mental 
powers, it was a constant irritation to him that he did 
not live under some system of government in hich mental and 
social standards were meticulously honored. Unquestionably, 
he was of the elect. For those Who were of the class in 
which he imagined himself to be, he had respect and jealousy~ 
(1) From Marginalia LXXVI 
(2) From Marginalia CXLVI 
(96) 
for those beneath him~ he lacked the tolerance and large-
ness of vie~oint that are basic in sympathetic understand-
ing. Lines like the following indicate by inference Poe's 
ideas about his menfality as compared with the normal level 
of intelligence. The article is autobiographical in tone. 
One cannot escape the implied thought that Poe is the 
individual who possesses an intelligence far superior to 
tnat of his race. 
I have sometimes amused myself by endeavoring 
to f ncy what would be the fate of an individual 
gifted~ or rather accursed. with an intellect 
very far superior to that of his race. Of cours~ 
he would be conscious of his superiority; nor 
could he (if otherwise constituted as a man is) 
help manifesting his consciousness. ~hus he 
would ma~ himself enemies at all pointe. And 
since his apinions and speculations would Widely 
differ from those of all mankind-that he would 
be considered madman, is evident. How horribly 
painf~l such a conditionl Hell could invent no 
greater torture than that of being charged with 
abnormal weakness on account of being abnormally 
strong." (1) 
Ey inference, we clearly understand Poe's opinion of 
himself. He knows himself to be strong by reason of his 
great difference from his fello a. This is his torture. 
His ideals are not those which activate the common people. 
Since this is so, he is certain of his superiority. 
"The Romans worshipped their standards; 
and the Roman standard happened to be an eagle 
(1) From Marginalia LXXXIII 
(9?) 
Our standard is only one-tenth of an Eagle-
a Dollar•but we make all even by adoring it 
with tenfold devotion.• (1) 
The eternal search for material success disgusts 
him. He will have no part in it. for it is cheapening. 
He stands apart and looks with contempt upon the others. 
Their puny turmoil has reduced them to a common level. ig-
noble and infinitely beneath him. •The United States' motto, 
E pluribus unum, may possibly have a sly allusion to Pyth-
agoras' definition of beauty-the reduction of many into one 
(2) 
one.• 
As a poet, Poe knew that he could never share in the 
commwnplace lives around him. ~hey were, of course, in-
finitely inferior, but he~ in his · condescending way, realized 
an obligation. The others could never rise to his level 
nor share the vie that his eminence afforded him. He, then, 
would do for th~ what they could not do for themselves. 
Breathing as he did the pure air of poetic ecstasy, he 
passed an to others the noole visions of beauty that lay 
within range of his eyes. Here was his duty. i 'he supernal 
conceptions of lovelinesa that were his alone set upon his 
shoulders a weighty obligation. In his peculiar way. Poe 
attempted to discharge it. 
( 1 ) From Marginalia. XC VI I 
(2) From Marginalia CCXI 
(98) 
Yet the vision of beauty was not enough. Poe 
felt that he must describe methods and means of accomplish-
ment. Ire was always invo~ved in the explanation of techni-
ques. "The Raven" is carefully dissected and its component 
elements microscopically analyzed. In Marginalia~ Poe 
devotes time to the explanation of punctuation. Even this 
comparatively unimportant matter is worth consideration in 
Poe's painstaking technique. One cannot doubt his high 
rank as a literary craftsman. As befits the good arkman, 
he is intent upon the proper use of every artifice that 
can possibly lead toward the finished product. ~here is a 
certain strangeness in all this when we realize that the 
final product has a marked ethereal quality. This is no 
three dimensional form of tangible substance. yet the pre-
cision of the artisan is evidenced in its consUimiJation. 
"That punctuation is important al~ agree~ 
but how fe comprehend the extent of its im-
portancel The writer who neglects punctua-
tion or mis-punctuates. is liable to be mis-
understood-this, according to the popular idea. 
is the sum of the evils arising from heedless-
ness or ignorance. It does not seem to be known 
that, even where the sense is perfectly clear, 
a sentence may be deprived of half its force-
its spirit-ite point-a comma, it often occurs 
that an axiomappears a paradox, or that a 
sarcasm is converted into a ser.monoid. There 
is no treatise on the topic-and there is no 
~opic on which a treatise is more needed. There 
seems to exist a vulgar notion that the subject 
(S9 J 
is one of pure conventionality, and cannot 
be brought within tne limits of intelligible 
and consistent rule. And yet, if fairly 
looked in the face, the whole matter is so 
plain that its rationale may be read as we 
run." (1} 
Yet a mind such as this can make its errors. Al-
though Poe is usually correct in his estimation of writers, 
he sometimes goes somewhat afield when he deals with the 
literary names which are commonly accepted as being among 
the great. The mass of material is, however, amazingly 
accurate. Poe was not taken in by the reputation sur-
rounding Bulwer Lytton. Re recognized the merit of the 
man, but his clear, logical mind saw through the sham and 
understood the second-rate status of that writer. 
He gave ehthusiastic acclaim to Elizabeth Barret 
rowning, yet arrived at a proper estimation of her par-
ticular talents. Re knew that she was not a great poet, 
but conceded that her poetic feeling made her deserving 
of high praise. 
uaintness, within reasonable limits, is 
nat only not to be regarded as affectation, 
but has its proper uses, in aiding a fantas-
tic effect. Miss Barrett will afford me t o 
examples. In some lines to a dog, she says: 
'Leap! thy broad tail_waves a light. 
Lea~, thy slender feet are bright, 
Canop~ed in fringes. 
(1) From Marginalia 
(100) 
Leap! those tasselled ears of thine 
Flicker strangely fair and fine 
Down tneir golden inches.~ 
And again- in the ~song of a Tree-Spirit.' 
'The Divine impulsion cleaves 
In dim movements to the leaves 
Dropt and lifted-dropt and lifted-
In the sun-light greenly sifted-
In the sun-light and the moon-light 
rrreenly sifted through the trees. 
Ever wave the Eden trees 
In the night-light and the moon-light 
ith a ruffling of green branches 
Shaded off to resonances 
Never stirred by rain or breeze.~ 
The thoughts here belong to a high order 
of poetryr but could not have been wrought 
into effective expression, without the aid 
of those repetitions-those unusual phrases-
those ~uaintnesses, in a word, which it has 
been too long the fashion to censure, indis-
criminately, under the one general head of 
'affectation. 'No poet will fail to be 
pleased with the two extracts I have here 
given; but no doubt there are some who will 
find it hard to reconcile the psychal im-
possibility of refraining from admiration, 
with the too-hastily attained mental con-
viction that, critically, there is nothing 
to admire.~ {1) 
To Dickens Poe gave praise that was little short 
of homage. At times his admiration was rhapsodic in tone. 
"Upon the whole re think the 'Curiousity Shop~ 
very much the best of the works of Mr. Dick-
ens . It is scarcely possible to apeak of it 
too well. It is in all respects a tale which 
wi ll s ecure for its author the enthusiastic 
admiration of every man of genius.~ (2) 
(1) From Marginal i a XXXVI 
(2) From· Marginalia CCXII 
llOl) 
Sometimes, his enthusiasms out-weigh his coldly 
analytical good sense. Tennyson is over-praised while 
Longfellow and Emerson are accused of plagiarism. Yet 
Shelley is hailed as the true poet he is, Poe recognizes 
that hich is not always understood. He realizes that the 
be~clouded aerial effect created by the young poet is act-
ually the outpouring of a mass of comingled ideas and sen-
sations. He clearly senses the winged, i mpulsive thoughts 
that impelled Shelley to create his ecstatic songs. He 
knows the angelic strength of tne ardent spirit and pays 
tribute to its sincerity. 
~f ever mortal rwreaked his thoughts upon 
expression,r 1t was Shelley. If ever poet 
sang-as a bird sings-earnestly-impulsively-
\7ith utter abandonment-to h11nself solely-and 
for tne mer-e joy of .his own song-that poe't 
was the author of 'The Sensitive Plant.'~ (1} 
Poe's comments on Hood are indicative of a high 
order of analytical judgment. He deftly strikes below 
the surface and grasps the true meaning of the man. He is 
not deflected by the puns, he searches the chaff and finds 
the wheat. Perhaps from the experience of his own pain 
Poe understands the melancholy heart and tastes its hurt. 
~o one can read his fL1terary Reminiscencesr 
without being convinced of his habitual 
despondency~-and the species of false vit 
(1} From Marginalia CXXXV 
{102} 
in question is precisely of that chara-
cter which would be adopted by an autnor 
of Hood's temperament and cast of intell-
ect, when compelled to write at an emer-
gency-. tl (1) 
There is in this more than a stud of Hood's per-
sonality and style-the remarks are revelatory for their 
autobiographical conotation. Poe was always quick to see 
in others the qualities he knew to exist in himself. He 
was quick to lend to others the understanding which one 
sufferer has for another. The attempts at humor are pain-
fully clear to him for he knows the suffering that lies 
at their source. 
As a whole, Poe's efforts in the field of criticism 
are not unworthy of his abilities~ Whether they appeared 
in newspapers, or in magazines, whether they were stimu-
lated by the need to fill space or were the considered ex-
pression of thought, one cannot deny the unmistakable re-
flection hf high talen and genius. He was shrewd in lit-
erary analysis. We can pass over the occasional errore, for 
he had the canny ability to sift the irrelevant and incon-
se~uential, to find the essence of the material, and to ev-
aluate it properly. He was almost totally impervious to 
the influences of his time . The stuffy moralities, the 
toadying to European trends, the regimentation into stand-
{ 1} From :Margina~ia CLXXVII 
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ardized appreciations-all these left him untouched. 
v .As we consider the whole rather than the minor 
defects, we must know the piercing insight of Poe's mind. 
True enough, he gave some praise where no praise was due. 
Equally true, he allowed his jealousies and his monomania 
concerning plagiarism to blur the exactness of his ana-
lytical powers. But, for the most part, this as a man 
•ho saw beauty and truth and gave them full honor. To 
these standards his devotion was unswerving. We may even 
wonder that one so weak in other things could maintain 
and express such an undeviating persistence. The stand-
ards are great; the failures are small. It is not maudlin 
praise to say tpat the critical works of Poe leave the 
reader with a sense of satisfaction and admiration. 
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THE WEAVER OF SHADOWS 
Iris Method 
This ~uestion, the method of Poe's writing, has 
for a long time perplexed students of his works. They 
have toiled mightily to convince themselves and others either 
that he wrote purely from inspiration or that he wrote as a 
skilled architect who plans his structure from blueprints. 
Those who believe in the inspirational source are convinced 
that Poe was an almost unconscious instrument in the hands 
of some deep and mysterious power that held his hand and 
told him, · rite so." Further, they believe that to enter 
into communion with this metaphysical quality, Poe, of 
necessity, drank and drugged himself into purposeful un-
consciousness. Even as the medium of the occult enters 
into the trance-like state so that she may step across the 
boundary between the living and the dead, so, too, do they 
believe that Poe purposefully crossed the line of conscious-
ness. In short, the belief is that Poe simply voiced some-
thing that was beyond and not of himself. 
Others, perhaps more rationally, believe that Poe 
wrote from an inner inspiration. They do not think of him 
as a writer who needed to plan and carefully mark out his 
design, but rather as one who wrote with passion. They 
do not concern themselves with Poe's reported need for drugs 
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or physical stimuli. They merely say that Poe had within 
him a great pent-up force that needed little direction, 
merely expression. The conclusion of this line of think-
ing is that Poe, in the full tradition of epic poets, had 
only to wait for inspiration to tap him lightly on the brow. 
On the other hand, there are those who believe 
tha t Poe was an exquisitely artistic and patient craftsman. 
They are certain, both from Poe's own statements and from 
the evidence that lies in the progressive changes in al-
most every one of his works, that he wrought carefully 
and deliberately. Their conclusion is that Poe was a 
painter of words in the style of a plastic artist who first 
lays out his pattern in charcoal and then meticulously 
applies brushful after brushful of subtly blended c olor. 
or is the painting done until the artist has pondered 
and agonized over his finished work, changing a detail 
here and altering a tone there. So, they believe did Poe 
work. To further their claims,they point out that Poe al-
most i nvariably made changes in his poems, s ometimes over 
a period of years. Always, the last result was the best. 
To an unewotional observer, it would seem that the 
truth must lie somewhere in between these two extremes. The 
argument that Poe wrought purely from i nspiration, either 
natural or artificial, does not seem to withstand scrutiny~ 
particularly when ohe considers the claim against the back-
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ground of ~oe s exquisitely delicate workmanship and ar-
dent attention to semantic nuances. The artist of this 
type, the prophet of inspired dreams, does not change a 
word here and a word there, always improving the final 
result. A change would necessarily impair the vision and 
enmesh the delicate dream structure with the sordid stuff 
of reality. Certainly the final product would not stand 
comparison with the vital flower of completely uncorrected 
inspiration. The tangible results of careful, prolohged, . 
deliberate workmanship lie before us. 
The opposed argument, that Poe was a craftsman 
and that he worked with the systematic deliberation of the 
artist in plastic materials, is one that is harder to dis-
prove, in extreme form. The exponent of this school al-
ways points to correction upon correction as proof of his 
theory. It is difficult to maintain other than that Poe 
was this sort of artist. The only logical difference of 
opinion is in degree. The obvious question is-to what 
extent was Poe a careful workman? 
But at this point there must enter and be considered 
the indeterminate quality of Poe's inspirational genius-for 
it would be absurd to deny or completely to ignore the con-
tribution of this factor. Let us then assume from the facts 
that the poet was an excellent technician. We know his 
ability to correct his own work; we know, also, his critical 
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aoility. Let us then make the further assumption that Poe 
was, despite his natural gift for criticism, deeply in-
debted to his imaginative and creative faculty for the 
themes of his works. The melancholy madness of his back-
grounds, the mysterious dreaming quality of almost every-
thing he produced are inspirational in source. 
In Poe, critical ability does not clip the wings of 
imagination nor do the soaring pinions becloud his clarity 
of insight. Imagination is the source, the spr ing from 
which arise the vision of beauty, the mad dream, and the 
strange landscapes. pan this far-flung background, the 
critical quality acts witp uncanny objective analysis. 
It is as if two writers were involved i n the creation of 
Poe's wo rks. One is a dreamy s ort of person whose concept-
ions have a fantastic hallucinatory quality. The other is 
a coldly matter-of-fact and intensely practical workman. 
By all rules of personality the two should find themselves 
absolutely i ncompatible. They are antagonistic, they can-
not possibly blend. Yet in Poe they become one. The sub-
ordination of one to the other is complete, and the union is 
perfect. Let one school proclaim Poe as a critic, let an-
other school hail him as a visionary. Regardless of method 
and trends of thought, the appreciative reader will always 
taste the finished product, say it is good, and give little 
thought to the ingredients. 
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Universality 
Perhaps the most important test of quality in the 
works of a great writer is the element of universality. 
We accord considerable honor to national and racial lit-
erature, but we must always remember that good literature 
knows no bounds of race or nationality. Nor does the great 
writer subscribe to these limitations of interest. The 
re s ponses that Poe evokes are ceratinly not based upon time, 
place, or race. The German and the Englishman as well as 
the Frenchman are equally stirred by the horror or beauty 
they find in Poe. Certain it is that they find it. 
The critic will deny the universality of Poe on the 
grQund that there were lacking some of the qualities which 
make the well rounded writer. In the s ense that Chaucer 
was a universal poet,there will be doubts that Poe can be 
ca lled by the same term. For Chaucer was human, kindly, 
humorous-Poe was not. Yet that which we call universal is 
not bounded by the purely humanitarian elements. Lacking 
in human understanding, Poe is yet a universal poet for he 
strikes a clear note that resounds in the hearts of those 
who love the idea of beauty itself, even though that beauty 
stands bare and devoid of human warmth. He will always find 
himself understood by those to whom perfection of form is 
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an ideal of beauty. The thought of beauty as an abstract 
conception finds itself at home in many minds. Even the 
oneness of purpose with which Poe struggled toward his 
particular kind of beauty will always stir a warmth of re-
sponse in many hearts. ~hat the beauty was of an austere 
sort, that it was mysterious and melancholy, that it was 
in some respects harsh, will not diminish its claims to 
be considered as a standard of great aesthetic stature. 
These qualities, these stimuli to specific responses, 
have an effectiveness that is beyond the limitations of 
literary classification. We cannot defeat the larger claim 
by saying that there are many who do not respond~ The 
numbers of those who are emotionally stirred by the beauty 
they find in Poe have been, from even before his death, so 
numerous that their very numbers defy the argument that 
Poe is not a universal poet~ The response of Poe readers 
and lovers throughout the world marks him clear~y as be-
ing among the great names of literature. 
Perhaps the outstanding characteristic of American 
writers of this period was their effort in creating· liter-
ature that was patriotic and in harmony with our natural 
environment. In addition, there were numerous works that 
had for their themes the legendary and historical back-
ground of the country. It is true, of course, that writers 
of this type were praiseworthy in their reflections of a 
nascent national consciousness. The young nation was 
[~~OJ 
growing and there was by now a keen awareness of a two 
hundred years history, a history of some notable achieve-
ments. It is chiefly by comparison that we can gauge the 
notability of Poe in relation ot other writers. 
Let us take, for example, Washington Irving who 
was one of the first to deal with this country as a land 
of legendry and romance. Hi.~- Knickerbocker History and The 
Sketch Book are books whose merits rest upon their local 
background. The merit is naturally that of the artist who 
faithfully delineates his homeland, but certainly there is 
not the large breadth of vision, and tne universal appeal 
to common emotional values that are characteristic of Poe. 
To Irving life is simply good, particularly good where he 
finds it. 
William Cullen Bryant, who was born well before 
and died long after Poe, is another contemporary whose 
works by comparison mark sharply the writings of Poe. Bryant 
was essentially a poet of nature and one of the first to 
sing of the national spirit. He is decidedly a native, a 
patriotic poet. No one can deny that he has done admirable 
work in voicing the sentiments of his people and in paint-
ing the features of his land. But, somehow, even in his 
nature poems we feel that his nature is found only within 
the American landscape and that his thought is in close 
harmony with the land of his origin. 
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Another famous contemporary~ James Feni ore Cooper, 
is only too obviously a native son. In his romantic way 
he has reflected the spirit of early America and created 
characters who exemplify our early national virtues. ~ 
~ The Pathfinder, The Last of the l iohicans, The Pioneers-
all paint pictures of ~erica. He is intense~y a natiohal 
writer and as such his fame is necessarily limited. 
Other writers of the period such as Simms, Miss 
Sedgwick, Herman elville, Dana and Fitz-Greene Halleck 
were limited from one viewpoint or another, but Poe does 
not suffer from their limitations. He was certainly not 
an "American" writer He glorified no period, no land, no 
customs, no persons of earthly existence. He seems to 
have arrived among us not from pa~riotic ancestors, not 
from sunny aryland but as a wanderer from some outlandish 
1) 
region-. 
How often true is the epigrammatic statement that 
a prophet is without honor in his own country. While in 
this country Poe received faint flattery and was for tne 
most part unappreciated , in Europe he was given the praise 
and outright adulation that is in some quarters believed 
due him. His stories were translated into German as early 
(1) Long, William J., American Literature, Bostoh: 
Ginn and Co. 1913. Page 22~. 
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as 1855. ~he Germans regard Poe • ~ • as the greatest (1} 
of American authors • • . . 
Tn France,Poe was given slavish adulation. ~In no 
country has Poe been so appreciated and so distinctly 
(2) 
flattered by sincere imitation as in France. One of 
the most ardent apostles of the Poe method and dream was 
Beaudelaire who writes of him as of a master and idol. 
The Poe whose universal appeal was not well under-
stood in his nativ~ land was not without sympathizers 
elsewhere, particularly in Europe. In Germany, France, 
RussiaJ and Italy his dream as recognized as the dream 
of beauty that knows no nationality. The barrier of lan-
guage was easily hurdled • . The ardent old world love of the 
beautiful sur~ounted the barrier and took to its heart 
the strange spirit that was Poe. Translations sprung up 
ever~where. 
Here, in 'short, is a true indication of the world 
poet of the universal spirit, of a passionate search for 
beauty that is recognized ever,ywhere. This was -a world 
poet who never wrote an unclean word, and who sought after 
beauty in form as passionately as a coarse man might seek 
after gain 
(3) 
(1} Dr. Georg Edward in the Poe Centenary Page ~3 
(2) Dr. c.c. Kent in the Poe Centenary Page 41 
(~) res. Alderman in the Poe Centenary Page 10 
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Sometintes, it seems that elaborate analyses of the 
components of universality are hardly wort~ troubling about. 
The investigation of the abstruse seems not worth while. 
Reduced . to simple terms, a writer possesses the universal 
quality if his books are read by those who read good books 
regardless of age, place, language, class and period. 
According to these terms Poe qualifies as one of the great 
names of literature. 
Children of high school age read with avid interest 
-The Black Cat, The Fall of the House of Usher, "The 
Pit and the Pendulum, and -The Raven. ~e arrative of 
Arthur Gordon Pym~ is as good an adventure story as any 
young boy ever thrilled to. What impressionable youngster 
has not responded to the ardent melancholy of •The Raven." 
ith growing maturity there comes a new appreciation of 
the familiar works and an awakening interest in others. 
The adult mind is more critical of the failings, but also 
more appreciative of the elusi e beauties. The enjoyment 
of Poe is not left behind as one leaves behind the toys 
of one's youth. Raving read -The Descent into the Eaelstrom 
at an earlier age,who can fail to observe the increased 
pleasure of a later reading? The tale of a horrible exper-
ience grows more vivid and fascinating as the reader ac-
quires experience and understanding of his own. 
Other works require the adult mind. Some of the 
poems and such tales as the "isle of the Fay, while not 
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truly popular~ are still very interesting to persons of 
cultivated tastes. So, thenr e find Foe~s works are read 
with pleasure by all ages. The high school student, the 
college student, the literary scholar, and those who read 
purely for pleasure - all find in Poe that which they seek. 
e know that differences of language are no hind-
rance to Poe enthusiasts. From early in the nineteenth 
century,his works have been translated into most of the 
European languages. Poers first great disciples were French-
men. He strikes a sympathetic chord even in the minds of 
those ho must transmute the magic of the original word 
into the substitute meddum of their own speech. The flow 
of imagery, the impassioned imagination, and the sheer 
beauty of final conception level the barriers of national-
ism. The foreigner may think of Poe as an American poet, 
but he senses, nevertheless, elements that are his as much 
as they are American. The foreigner evades, he has no 
thought of provincialism. If there is in him a love for 
melancholy beauty and an ear for the music of ords, then 
Poe is his Poe. 
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Symbolism and the Poe School 
In the popular mind, Edgar Allan Poe stands as one 
who wrote fantastically queer poems and stories, a few of 
which have earned favor among the reading public. The 
details of his tragic life are often as interesting as 
his works. He is an anamoly, something peculiar, a liter-
ary freak. There are too manywho grant little importance 
to Poe and his works . 
Yetthis man was an integral part in the intellect-
ual development of a great literary movement. Within 
fifty years of his death, there came into being and grew 
to remarkable stature a spiritual way of life for which Eoe 
was the symbol. It is perhaps true that Poe is not exactly 
its founder; it saw birth in the previous century and 
perhaps Coleridge is closer to its source. Poe, however, 
was its great spirit. With one or two exceptions, he was 
the outstanding American writer of his century. 
He was America's firt major contribution to world 
poetry. Much of his reputation is due to the intrinsic 
value of his works; some of it is based on the symbolic 
values of Poe himself. The tragic quality of his life has 
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him a spiritual halo that has helped to strengthen his 
position as literary leader. ~he understanding which his 
own people were so loath to give him has been freely be-
stowed upon him by the world. In his ·own right, Poe now 
possesses a reputation as world poet. 
He has yet another value,for he is the prophet of 
the Symbolist school. 'l'his movement has its first faint 
beginni~ within the Romantic movement which started after 
the middle of the Eighteenth Century~ Literature was 
romantic before Poe~ With Poe, there came into being the 
newer school of Symbolism or, as it is sometimes called, 
Decadence. In the second half of the Nine teenth Century, 
it was discernable ever,ywhere, particularly in France, 
where eaudelaire fervently preached the new gospel. 
Some of Poe's works appeared spasmodically in 
French magazines. Beaudelaire discovered the translations 
and became a passionate disciple of Poe. With astonishing 
diligence, he set himself to the task of spreading his 
master's teachings. It was a self dedication that had in 
it the quality of religious exaltation. From this ae~ 
Poe became the Symbolist prophet. 
Poe had fought a great but futile battle~ He had 
struggled against a world which had no place for him, a 
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world of material growth, of tinsel pleasures and gaudy 
delights. Perhaps without kno ing it, he had fought for 
a world which was passing away from him and which was al-
most gone. He despisedfuis new era of material progress, 
of encroaching industrialism. and scientific invention. He 
was an aristocrat who sees his turreted castle gutted by the 
flames of revolution. The pleasant meadows that shbuld 
have been his, the aristocratic birtnr1ght of intellectual 
dominance that belonged to him~-all had been swept away by 
a horde of peasants. Although he did not possess the 
proper weapons, and he, himself, was weak, he still strug-
gled with the oppressor. 
Poe had a great love for the truth, but his truth 
had little in it of the scientific or material. Poetry 
was his truth rather than the utilitarian accuracy of 
st~am engines and transits. 
arily fight for the truth. 
As a prophet, he must necess-
In dying, he became a martyr. 
ith martyrdom. his leadership of the Symbolists became an 
accepted fact. Both the struggle and the death had marked 
him for one of their own. 
Nor was his death in vain. Throughout his life, 
despite adversity and the petty irks of a mean existence, 
he had maintained a certain pride. The nobility of his 
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ideals could never be denied. .Notwithstanding the great 
strength of the moby he had defied it and upheld to the 
bitter end his belief in an aristocracy of intellect. Re 
believed implicitly in the divine right of poets-for his 
belief he had given his life. 1be pitiful existence ac-
quired symbolic meaning and the dreams of a poet became 
the banner of a far-reaching literary movement. The 
Symbolists acclaimed him as their flaming spirit. 
His followers were revolutionaries, orr more 
properlyr counter-revo~utionaries. In a sense, they were 
reactionaries, struggling aga~st the revolution of mater-
ial success and pragmatic progress. They saw no real 
va~ue in this new world that confronted them~ they protested 
against its humdrum monotony and eternal sameness Each 
saw himself as a rebel angel leading a glorious fight. 
As a s~bol of protest, they adopted the insignia of 
strangeness. It was a virtue to be different. They attempt-
ed to make no converter indeed they shunned the recruits. 
To them, a horde of followers would simply denote an ex-
tension of the monotony they detested. Hence, it was a 
virtue to be different. 
In this school were such writers as William Morris, 
Ernest Dowson,. James Thomson, Yeats, Oscar Wi~de, and even 
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Hawthorne. It is a strange grouping; tne variations are 
perhaps as great as the consistencies. yet all of these 
riters owe to Poe a considerable 1iterary debt in terms 
of imagery~ terminology, end indefiniteness. In one way 
or another~ these writers felt itnin themselves a mission 
of intel~ectual leadership and an aristocratic superiority. 
In attempting to reach his ideals. aesthetic and 
impractical asfuey were. Poe was almost business-like in 
his methods. He readily SEW that other men. inferior men 
at that, were attaining financial and sociaL success 
through their talent of buying and selling. He knew his 
talents to be far greater than theirs. But since his 
genius was of a different order, he would educate the 
public to recognize the worth of the commodities he had to 
offer. He could see no good reason why the ability to 
write a good poem should not be considered superior to 
sales ability. Entirely logically. he realized that there 
were far more permanent values attached to good literature 
than to the purely perfunctory function of trade. Even 
as a good econamist knows tnat there is no true worth in 
money itself if it be shorn of its function as a medium of 
exchange, ~o- too, did Poe place in their proper categories 
the aver-rated commercial services whdch he so despised. 
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He knew the true valu~ out, unfortunately, tne 
general public was uninformed and unappreciative. He, Poe, 
would elevate them, open their eyes, and render them app-
reciative. Hence. his desire to establish a magazine of 
his own. Of course, the magazine itself would make him 
wealthy,-and his success in editorial capacities makes 
this supposition a logical one. Furthermore, as the guid-
ing spirit behind the publication, he would lead them up-
ward toward true poetic understanding and, incidentally, 
toward better appreciation of himself. The whole idea was 
practical, but Poe failed to take into consideration his 
own weaknesses . 
The Symbolists, the Decadents, and Poe have several 
recognizable common characteristics. They indulge in 
fantasies. They are so immersed in their own sensations 
that they withdraw from the orld in order that they may 
better enjoy and create ithin the purely subjective. 
Nothing exists beyond the sphere of the sensory ego. The 
total world is simplified and reduced to a fantastically 
colored solar system of microscopic proportions. Here 
within the self-created universe, rises spasmodically a 
flamboyant sun of incredible coloration. The moon is an 
irridescent structure of purely casual pathways. The stars 
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are emerald, sapphire, unbelievably variegated in hue, 
containing colors of the rainbow and str~aming not light 
but all the subtle fragrances of dim, sweet memories. 
Within andere with closed ~yes the poet. 
The exactness of science is rejected with enmity. 
Precise lines of demarcation are to be abhorred. That 
which defines limits, consequently, definitions are to be 
avoided. The means is suggestion. One may use the exact 
word, but it is the proper word to use because 1t conjures 
pictures, scent, taste,-stimuli of all kinds.. One does not 
use blueprints; the ~ro~er method is the creation of a 
line of thought which will invoke from the reader the 
total sensorial Eesult that the author desires to cre~te. 
The Symbolist does not produce character. The 
figure within his story or poem is a shadow, for itt repre-
sents nothing that is real. It is a force. a thought, a 
mood,-it is a shadow far greater than itself The Sym-
bolist is intensely modest. He says, in effect, that the 
forces, the quaLities about which he would speak, are far 
beyond his powers of description. Therefore, he does not 
dare directly approach his subject matter but gives us 
instead shadows, echoes, reflected shadings of the original. 
Yet he s~eaks and draws materials fromwithin himself. 
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The Symbolist is almost a religious fanatic. He 
humbles himself before hisnols. Subconsciously, suffer-
ing is, to him, a glorification, for in a sense. it is a 
complete negation of the outside world. It is a m1ld mad-
ness~ and when it becomes extreme, it may be a feverish 
delusion. As with all extremes, there are elements that 
appear undesirable So it is with Poe and his school. 
The lives of Poe and his followers may not seem 
important. They played their brief, puny roles and some-
times departed hastily and ingloriously. But they gave a 
new intonation to the ringing tones that are never stilled. 
Beauty is perhaps a little different, a little stranger, a 
trifle sweeter. 
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Summary of Poe's Contribution 
A summary of the literary contributions of Poe 
includes several factors though the common impressiohre-
duces itself to a totality of effect,-a single effect. 
Poe is popularly supposed to have been the a~ost~e of a 
sort of melancholy~ mordant beauty. The sum total of 
his contribution is far more extensive. 
In the field of the short story, his work has re-
sulted in radical changes in the art of story-telling. 
There have been outstanding innovations both in structure 
and technique. He pronounced and executed the law that 
the short story must move logically and cumulatively to-
ward a single goal. 
Everything in the story, every word, every shade 
and intonation of meaning, must converge upon the desired 
objective. Nothing must be wasted, and that which does not 
point directly to the predetermined culmination is wasted 
and worthless. Rvery word must be exactly correct, for 
the wrong word is a distraction. .An inexact synonym may 
cause a subtle deviation which will have disastrous lit-
erary results. A study of Poe's stories is an intensive 
education in tne exquisite precision of which language is 
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capable. With Poe, language is a symphonic organism with 
incalculable possibilities of expression; but, above all, 
he has taught the ineff able lesson· that one ~ong note 
will ruin the perfection of the idea. 
In Poe, the effect is usually horror or tragedy. 
Yet the importance of Poe is best realized in the changes 
he has wrought upon the technique of the short story. Poe's 
work in this form is mainly concerned with the tale of 
horror, the story of tragedy, the adventure story, or tne 
detective story~ But his contribution to the form itself 
has, in effect, standardized the short story. Before Poe~ 
the short story, as we know it today, hardly existed; after 
Poe, there was a new literary form. It is true that Wash-
ington Irving is usually given credit for being its inven-
tor. Even if Poe were merely a contributor, it is only 
too evident that his contribution has been so sweeping in 
its effect as to make the question of its origin a point-
less one. From Poe, there is traced a long literary gen-
ealogy of horror stories, adventure stories, and detective 
stories. But, regardless of the type, one thing ren~ins 
true. The short story must open comprehensively and must 
tmmediately activate itself without pause toward a single 
effect. These standards we owe to Poe. 
Poe has an impressive reputation in connection 
with the short story, yet as a poet he is equally distin-
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guished. In the poetic form, he has contributed little 
of technique,a great deal of mood and music. lie has given 
to poetry a more subtle melo~y and a richer harmony. Re 
has given it a repetitive quality which is like the accom-
paniment dimly heard in the pauses of a song. lie has left 
in his poetry, and as a heritage for all poetry, a pro-
found gift of word magic. We see it frequently,-the 
dreamy indefiniteness, the unified mood, the total effect 
which is Poe. 
He is the exponent of a strangely melancholy beauty~ 
accentuated and made unbearably poignant by his conception 
of it. He has given to beauty a transitory, fragile qual-
ity that has made of lQvelinesa a singing ecstasy. He has 
used an idea to expound an idea. The death of a beauti-
ful woman is~ unquestionably, the most poetical topic in (1) 
the orld. With this conception, Poe has stressed 
the illusivehess of the aesthetic. That which we are about 
to lose is dear but that hich we have lost is precious 
beyond conception. 
Poe is not so much the poet of death as of the 
beauty that is beyond death. There is a great deal, per-
haps too much, of tragedy in Poe's works. But it is a de-
vice, a means to an end, rather than an end in itself. He 
(1) From Poetic Principles 
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h~ sublimated and emotionalized beauty to a pitch that 
is a subtle blending of suffering and loveliness. He has 
added a new phrase to the definition of beauty. 
Philosophically~ Poe has contributed the convic~ion 
that neath must yield to the unflinching spirit of the 
soul that will not die. He stresses this belief in "Ligeia." 
He cannot accept the futility of eventual dissolution. 
His cup of nectar must not be flung into the wind to be 
meaninglessly absorbed by the dry sands of eternity. he 
soul is deathless and eternal; the reward of courage is · 
endless~ !o him, there is no force powerful enough to de-
feat the vitality of the soul; the spirit that will not 
die cannot die. Over and over, he cries the high resolve 
which pain cannot quench. For him, and others like him, 
there is no end, nQ defeat, no death. He stands as a 
beacon for those who will to live. 
11
'l'.lle breeze-the qreath of God-is still-
And the mist upon the hill 
Shadowy-shadowy-yet unbroken, 
Is a symbol and a token.- (l) 
(1) From "Spirits of the Dead" 
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